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FOREWORD

i

The Combined Airlift Task Force was a command subordinate both

to the Headquarters United States air Forces in Europe and the Head-

quarters British Air Forces of Occupation, containing United States

Air Force, Royal Air Force, United States Navy air transport units

and British Civil Charter Companies.

This report covers only those aspects of Airlift problems en-

countered by the Combined Airlift Task Force as the forward ef1^0?
of this combined operation. During its operation the Combined Airlift

Task Force learned and re-learned many lessons in sustained mass air

transport. In this analysis will be found discussion of these lessons,

together with the problems which confronted the CALTF or were apparent

to its commanders and their staffs.

Omitted from this analysis are the problems - and tiieir solutions -

of (1) those organizations in direct support of the Airlift, such as

Burtonwood and Erding Air Depots, which were neither assigned nor

attached to the Airlift; (2) tiiose organizations outside ttie European

Theater, such as MATS and the British bases handling heavy maintenance

for the RAF aircraft; and (3) the echelons, both USAF and RAF, above

this command.

The mission, the varied nationalities as well as services composing

the CALTF, and the record daily tonnage hauled make the Berlin Airlift

the most momentous mass air transport movement to fate in history, inis

analysis has heen prepared for use as source material in planning future

mass airlifts in order that they may swing into full operation with

minimum effort and cost but maximum speed and efficiency.

RLIFT TASK FORCE
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On 1 August 1949, phase-out plans for the Berlin Airlift
were put into effect, to terminate as rapidly as possible the
world's largest mass air transport operation, known to the
British as "Operation Plainfare," to the Amerioans as "Oper- f

ation Vittles," to the Germans as "Die Luftbrueeke" (Air
Bridge), and labeled by the Russians as "Die Bluff-Brueoke."

This report, "Airlift — Berlin Mission," is an opera-
tional aoeount of the British and American flying elements
which, teamed together as the Combined Airlift Task Force,
pursued to a decisive conclusion the joint mission of "Tons
to Berlin." As the title implies, the report is striotly
from the viewpoint of the operation. However, it is not a
complete, logistical study of the Airlift operations. Months
of research and study will be required to bring out of this

J.

intensive performance all of the valuable facts and conclu-
sions. But the internal highlights can be mirrored quickly,
as a broad reflection near at hand, to serve as a guide for
future planning of similar operations.

During the 13 months from 26 June 1948 until 1 August
1949, more than 266,600 flights, oarrying more than 2,223,000
tons of food, fuel and supplies,had been made into the peace-
time blookaded city of Berlin, in aircraft bearing insignia
of the Royal- Air Force, British oivil aviation, and the United
States Air Force.

It is not within the province of the operational elements
to discuss the external problems and accomplishments. Only
the higher eohelons in each participating government can de-
scribe those tremendous administrative and supporting agen-
cies whose missions were concentrated and focused upon keep- .

ing the steady stream of loaded aircraft flowing through the

THE COMBINED
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air oorridors to Berlin. Those organisations, of course, and,

olose at hand, USAFE and BAFO, ran the blood-bank, kept the

Airlift alive — made it possible*

4 The Combined Airlift Task Force, embraoing air transport

units of Great Britain and the United States, accomplished

its joint mission more because of the implicit confidence and

6°od ^11 existing on both sides than by detailed regul-

ations and directives. Actually, one of the greatest lessons

learned was that such a thing could be done, and can be re-

peated. There are major organisational and operational dif-

ferences in the Air Forces of the two nations but, in spite

of these, it was possible to blend their efforts in success-

fully accomplishing the single objective.

Beoause of these differences, therefore, oertain sections

of this report deal exclusively with British operations and

others with the American, wherever possible, the treatment

is joined. Every effort has been made to portray faithfully

the separate and joint activities, and to record with impar-

tiality -the problems of each, the solutions, the accomplish-

ments and the lessons learned.

In dealing with technioal and administrative matters, this

report goes into detail on the TJSAF side, but touches only of

those aspects on the RAF side where they directly affected
-
t operations. This is done because Headquarters, CAWF, had

only operational responsibilities for the RAF participation.

The operational units and the Headquarters staff hare

learned significant lessons in operating air transport air-

craft on a production-line basis. It is their belief that,

given the proper support, anything within reason can be trans-

ported anywhere in the world, at any time, by air, with min-

imum regard for geography or weather.

An Airlift Task Force can be appended to the organisation

of any theater oommander. It can be operated entirely within

that theater, or it can be based there and terminate its lift

in another theater. It can traverse more than one theater*

I Suoh a Task Foroe also has the inherent ability to airlift

Itself, veritably by its own bootstraps, from one base of op-

erations to any other base in the world*

A 1 R LIFT TASK F O R C E
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On 24 June 1948, all rail traffio into Ber-

lin from -the Western Zones of Germany, amount-
ing to 12 or IS trains per day, was stopped by
the SoTiet government for "technical reasons,

"

and the strangulation ooila whioh had been
slowly tightening about the oity since the
previous January, took their final hold. Ber-
lin became virtually a besieged oity, an is-
land cut off from the rest of the world, en-
tirely surrounded by the Soviet Zone. Offioial *

access was permitted only by air, through three
20-mile wide "corridors'' extending on straight

j

lines to Berlin from the three westerly oities *

of Hamburg and Buokeburg in the British Zone
and Frankfurt am Main in the Amerioan Zone.

Three days earlier, according to offioial
records, all military surface transportation
between the three Western sectors of Berlin
and the oooupled tones of the United States,
Great Britain and Franoe, had been brought to
an abrupt halt because of unreasonable Soviet
restrictions. All means of incoming military
transportation, exoept by air, were denied.
This was followed on 23 June by Soviet inspec-
tions and investigations of all transport, ex-
tending to German trains, trucks and barges,
as well as the military, whioh resulted in a
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complete tie-up of surfaoe transporta-
tion. For the first time in modern his-
tory, more than 2,250,000 people living
in a oity barely reoorering from almost
total devastation by war, faoed starva-
tion in peace or, in the words of Gen-
eral Lucius D. Clay, abandonment to to-
talitarian domination.

The Western Powers faced a situation
calling for withdrawal of all forces
and abandonment of position, or an at-
tempt to supply a oity as large as
Philadelphia, U.S.A., with the neces-
sities of life by the only remaining
means of transportation — air — until
some other solution could be found in

the impasse. The decision was made to

institute an airlift to Berlin from the
Western sectors of Germany.

Already it had been necessary to re-
sort to the airlifting of military sup-
plies for a period of 11 days beginning
on 1 April 1948, when the U.S. author-
ities refused to submit to Soviet
•taroh and investigation of military
shipments by rail. During this time.

327 tons of Class 1 (food) and oritical
supplies had been flown in.

As the situation worsened after 11
April, movement by air of supply for
the United States military was again
initiated on 22 June, and the plans
based upon the experience of the 11-day
airlift were plaoed in effeot by the
Commanding General of the U.S. European
Command, using the 60th and 61st Troop
Carrier Groups of the United States Air
Foroes in Europe, based then at Kauf-
beuren and Rhein Main. During the per-
iod 21-26 June, an average of 38 oargo
flights were made each day, transport-
ing approximately 130 tons of supplies.

Meanwhile, military supplies for

British nationals were being flown in

by their aircraft, but necessarily in

smaller quantities. There were no com-

parable R.A.F. air transport units bas-
ed on the continent when the total

blockade was imposed. However, when
the plans of the United States and

(treat Britain were made for a joint

• The "Blockaded Island" — Berlin — accessible onljr
through three limited corridors In the sky.
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airlift, immediately following the

blookade, orders were given for the

movement of R.A.F. Transport Coalman

d

aircraft from England and the facil-

ities of Tempelhof and Gatow airdromes

were set up and augmented to receive

the increasing amounts of supplies*

The Berlin Airlift, to supply the

German population as well as the mil-

itary, in the Western Seotors of Ber-

1 in,was actually begun on 26 June 1948.

Prior to the blockade, approximately

12,000 tons of supplies were shipped

daily to Berlin by rail, barge and

trucks. The immediate situation on 25

June involved not only the problem of

airlifting the bare necessities of life

to Berlin, but also the establishment

of far-reaching supply and support

lines needed to accomplish the task*

German children (right) viewing arriv-

al of an Airlift C-54- at Tempelhof

Airfield.
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The Mission of the Berlin Airlift way bs siwply stated*

"lb supply the island of Berlin with the necessities of life

by air. » Although that sounds over-siaplifled , it states

the Airlift goal completely* All aehieveaent was asasuroA

by that yardstick. We considered Berlin an island, although

entirely surrounded by land. It was unusable land. The ac-

cess to Berlin was through the only free weans left — guar-

anteed by a written agreement — the air.
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Based upon an estimate of the situ-

ation and a survey of the minimum
needs to sustain all life in the West-
ern Sectors of Berlin, the authorities
representing Great Britain, the United
States and France decided that 4,500
tons of varied supplies was the mini-
mum daily requirement to be airlifted*

Ho allocation was made by the Joint

Powers at that time establishing the

amounts to be flown in by the British
and United States units assigned to

the Airlift mission. The units were
instructed to transport the maximum
amounts possible, within their capa-
bilities.

The first official mission for the

United States elements was stated in

an order dated 29 June 1948, from the

Commanding General, USAFE, to the Pro-

ject Commander of the USAPE Berlin

Airlift Operation:
"Insure that the maximum number of

missions are flown and that optimum

over-all efficiency of operation is

maintained. .
.

"

A similar mission was given the

British elements by the British Air

Forces of Occupation.
On 30 July 1948, the Commanding

General, USAPE, ordered the formation

of the Airlift Task Force (Provision-
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al) , appointing Major General William
H. Tunner as its Commander. The order
contained this statement

i

"...The mission of the Airlift Task
Force (Provisional) is to provide Air-
lift to Berlin and other places as may
be directed by the Commanding General,

USAPE..."
In September 1948, the British op-

erational units were placed under the
command of the No. 46 Group, Royal Air
Force, at Buckeberg, with a mission
similar to that of American units.

The original estimate of needs,

translated into an official mission,

was contained in a memo to the Com-

manding General, USAPE, dated 10 Au-
gust 1948, subject: "Minutes of Meet-
ing with Major General P. Hays, Deputy
Chief, OMGUS." This established the

definite tonnage goal of 4,500 tons

per day by the combined efforts of the

British and American units.

On 15 October 19A8, in the Joint

letter which established the Combined

Airlift Task Force, Headquarters USAFE

and BAFO jointly set forth the mission

in a letter directive to Major General

Tunner which read in part:

"To effect delivery to Berlin, in a

safe and effioient manner, the maximum

tonnage possible , consistent with the

combined resources of equipment and

personnel made available..."
This mission was a decided change

from the individual missions given to

the Airlift Task Force (Provisional)—
and the No. 46 Group. Instead of at-

tempting to supply the 4,500 tons dai-

ly as minimum requirements for Berlin,

the mission then became an all-out ef-

fort to supply the maximum possible

within the capabilities! Tb"is mission

never was changed basically until the

removal of the blockade.

ft
«**-
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was accomplished, it is necessary that a brief de-

scription be given of the tools of the Airlift.

These consisted of the airoraft, the men, the bases,

and the orginization that welded them into a com-

posite machine. The machine then needed only the

spirit of determination, ooupled with mutual confi-

dence and good will between the way partners, to en-

sure success of the mission*
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ORGANIZATION

United Slates Ait Force

The United States element of the
Airlift was operated originally by the
Operations Division of Headquarters,
USAFE, but it was soon necessary to
open a special branch of this division
to deal with the many problems arising.
As the extent of the operation in-
creased, even greater decentralization
and specialized control was found
needed. On 26 July 1948, the Chief of
Staff, USAF assigned a conmander and
staff experienced in transport opera-
tions to the United States Air Forces

in Europe and on 30 July 1948, the
Commanding General USAFE ordered the
establishment of the Airlift Task Force
(Provisional) as a separate organiza-
tion. Originally, this Task Force Hq
was chiefly operational and depended
upon Headquarters, USAFE for many ad-
ministrative functions. The two Air-
lift bases in the U. S. Zone were admin-
istered directly by Headquarters,
USAFE, However, by the time the Air-
lift began its phase-out,Headquarters,
1st Airlift Task Foroe (as it was sub-
sequently renamed ) was almost com-
pletely responsible for the adminis-
tration of its own bases,

USAF bases operated on the Wing-
Base set-up which proved satisfactory,
A modified form of the base unit sys-
tem was introduced at Fassberg, but
this was later rejected. Although pa-
tently less expensive in manpower, it
was deemed fruitless at the time to
oontinue the experiment. At Fassberg
and Celle, British bases from which
the Airlift operated, the USAF was
responsible for operations while ad-
ministration was divided between the
RAF and the USAF.

Minor difficulties were encountered
owing to the lack of any legal machin-
ery to govern combined RAF-USAF opera-
tions. Fassberg was an interesting
experiment, as it developed organiza-
tionally into an RAF station with a
USAF station commander. Celle, on the

other hand, remained throughout the
operation an RAF Station with an RAF
oommander, from which an Amerioan
Troop Carrier Wing operated*

In the USAT squadrons it was found
that 15 aircraft of the C-54 type could
be assigned and operated satisfactor-
ily. During the operations the number
actually varied from 8 to 15*

Royal Air Force

On the British side, the Airlift
started under the operational control
of a commander and a small staff, sent
by Transport Command, who were respon-
sible to the AOC-in-C, British Air
Forces of Occupation, for operations*
After a few weeks the Transport Force
was divided between two bases and was
operated under normal BAFO Station or-
ganization*

In September 1948, Advanced Head-
quarters, No. 46 Group RAF, was de-
tached to Buckeburg from Transport
Command. This Headquarters at first
was purely operational but, like its
U.S. counterpart, it took over respon-
sibility for the full administration
of its stations and became an integra-
ted part of BAFO.

RAF bases operated on the normal
three-wing system, but aircraft and
aircrews had to be pooled. Squadron
commanders were responsible for the
efficiency and welfare of their per-
sonnel, carried out route checks, and
withdrew squadrons for regular rest
and training periods. In this way
squadron identity was preserved. Ex-
ceptions were Fassberg and Celle,which
operated under dual RAF-USAF control.
Combined

It was appreciated by both the RAF
and USAF in the early stages of the
operation that some foru of combined
control of operations was necessary.
After consultations, it was agreed be-
tween the AOC-in-C, BAFO, and the CG,
USAFE, that a Combined Airlift Task
Force Beadquarters should be fozned at
Wiesbaden, The Commander of the Com-
bined Task Force, who was named by the
two above-mentioned commanders, was
jointly charged with the operational
aspect of the Airlift and his direc-
tive is reproduced on pages 18-19.
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OPERATIONAL AND ADM. CONTROL

III ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL

BBSS OPERATIONAL CONTROL

The Combined Headquarters did not

develop exactly as the directive im-

plies, and its combined functions were

restricted to an over-all planning and

control of the traffic patterns, rout-

ing, and aircraft timing in the corri-

dors. It was not found necessary in

the operational control of the RAF

element to provide anything other than

the control of traffic. Training,

pilot supervision, technique of hand-

ling the operation were performed in

accordance with RAF procedures and

standards and these were not interfer-

ed with by the CALTF. It was only in

the realm of Traffic Control, i.e.,

the assignment of altitudes, block

times, methods of approach, landings,

diversions, that this operational con-

trol became necessary. _
Hq CALTF was integrated with Hq,

1st ALTF, with the addition of a small

number of RAF officers. Fuller opera-

tional control over the British ele-

ment and a closer integration could

not have been accomplished without a

very much larger RAF staff, and an en-

croachment on the authority of Head-

quarters BAFO and No. 46 Group. How-

ever, the integrated effort worked,

and worked well, chiefly due to the

great measure of mutual cdnfidence and

good will that existed and developed

throughout the operation.

AIRCRAFT
United States Air Force

At the beginning of the lift, USAFB

had two groups of transport aircraft,

the 60th and 6lst. These were equip-

ped with C-47 aircraft. Reinforce-



AIR HEADQUARTERS HEADQUARTERS,
BRITISH AIR FORCES OF OCCUPATION (GERMANY), UNITED STATES AIR FORCES IN
ROYAL AIR FORCE, EUROPE, A.P.O. 633,
0/0 B.A.O.R.1. U.S.ARMY

SUBJBCTi letter Directive for a Combined USAF-RAF Airlift Task Force

TO t Major General William H. Tunner, US Air Force.

1. By agreement with the Air Officer Commander-in-Chief, British
Air Forces of Occupation, announcement is hereby made of the establishment
of Headquarters, Combined Airlift Task Force. Major General William
H. Tanner, USAF, is designated Commander thereof and shall be located in
Wiesbaden for the time being. Air Commodore J.W.F. Merer, No. 46 Group,
R.A.F. is designated Deputy Commander and will be located at Buckeburg.
The Combined Airlift Task Force shall be organized generally along the
lines indicated in the attached organizational charts.

2. The purpose of this organization is to merge the heretofore
coordinated, but independent, USAF-RAF Airlift efforts in order that
the resources of each participating service may be utilized in the
most advantageous manner. Its primary mission is to deliver to Berlin,
in a safe and efficient manner, the maximum tonnage possible , consistent
with the combined resources of equipment and personnel made available.

3* Matters of policy and emergency planning of mutual concern
to USAFE and BAFO, and affecting the Combined Airlift Task Force, will
be agreed upon by the Commanding General, USAFE and the Air Officer
Commander-in-Chief , BAFO prior to dissemination as combined USAFE-
BAFO directives. Matters not covered by combined policy directives
and requiring immediate action will be acted upon by the Commanding
General, Combined Airlift Task Force and information of action taken
will be forwarded expeditiously to USAF and BAFO with request for
future guidance. Routine matters related to base logistics and per-
sonnel administration, singularly peculiar to either USAFE or BAFO,
will be handled as heretoforei that is, directly with the air base
concerned. Each of these major commands will provide complete support
at bases used solely by its own operating forces, and each will be
responsible for administrative functions at bases within its own
Zones or Sectors when such bases are utilized operationally by air
unite of the other. The Task Force will monitor this support and ad-

Shown on these two pages is a reproduction of Me official letter
directive establishing the Combined Airlift Task Force.
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vise USAFE and BAFO Headquarters of any deficiencies which adversely

affect the mission of the Task Force.

4. The major functions of the Combined Airlift Task Force shall

be generally operational in nature rather than administrative. The

Commanding General is given command over all U.S. units and operational

control of R.A.F. units to which aircraft are assigned and which are

directly engaged in the Airlift effort. He is granted the . authority

to direct Wing, Base and Station Commanders, as a first priority

mission to provide within the limits of their capabilities administra-

tive and logistical support for his operating units. He is further

granted the authority and responsibility to regulate all air traffic

entering or leaving the air space utilized by Airlift aircraft in the

delivery of supplies to Berlin, subject to such policies as may be

jointly issued from time to time by USAFE and BAFO. He is also empowered

to direct the operational aspects of those elements of air traffic con-

trol agencies, facilities and services assigned to support the Airlift

in order to insure their proper contribution to the Airlift. He will

keep the Commanding General, USAFE and the A.O.C-in-C BAFO informed

as to the progress of the Airlift effort, and as to major difficulties

encountered in the accomplishment of his mission.

5. Normal channe .s of communication for Airlift Task Force are

through USAFE or BAFO tieadquarters; however, authority is granted for

the Commairiing General, Combined Airlift Task Force to communicate

directly with the following on matters indicated:

a. EUCOM, BAOR and BICO relative to supplies being transported

to and from Berlin, including but not limited to maintenance of back-

logs, safe and expeditious handling of supplies at airports, and

management of cargo handlers.

b. Headquarters Military Air Transport Service and R.A.F.

Transport Command relative to personnel, technical and training matters.

/a/ A. P. M. Saunders /s/ Curtis E. - leMay

SIR ARTHUR P.M. SAUNDERS,
AIR MARSHAL

AIR OFFICER COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF.

CURTIS E. LeMAY

Lieutenant General, USAF
Commanding.

Shown at the bottom of these two oages are organizational charts as

established in above letter directive.
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seats of G»54» from the Military Air
Transport Service and Droop Carrier
Commands soon became available* and at
the end of the first month of the lift
161 aircraft ware in operation, of
which 107 were C-47» anl54 were C-i^s.
Due C-54 lifted 10 short tons against
the 3k tons of the C-47.

the end of September 1948 the
C-47s ware withdrawn* It was decided
to use the C-54» exclusively, except
for a few C-82a which were required to
lift difficult loads for which they
were especially suitable. Eventually
the Task Force was assigned 225 C~54s,
with sufficient reserves to allow for
cycle reconditioning and the pipeline
to and from the United States, These
aircraft were flown to Germany from
Panama, Alaska, Hawaii, Japan, Guam
and the United States,

C-7k and C-97A were each flown
experimentally for a short period.

Royal Air Force
Dakota aircraft from Nos, 3° *nd 4o

Groups, Transport Command, formed the

original RAP Detachment, soon joined

by Yorks from Nos. 38 and 47 Groups,

A total of 54 Dakotas and 40 Yorks

were concentrated at Wunstorf,

Two squadrons of Coastal Command

Sunderland flying boats also were used

from early in the operation until the

middle of December 1948, when they had

to be withdrawn because of the forma-
tion of ice on waterways.

The Hastings, the eventual replace-

ment of the York, arrived in Germany
and began operating early in November

1948, increasing in numbers throughout

the winter and early summer.

The strength of RAF aircraft varied

throughout the lift, but their numbers

and average payload prior to the phase-

out weret 40 Dakotas, 3± tonsj 35
Yorks, 8i tons} 26 Hastings, 9i tons.



British Civil Aviation m
British Civil aircraft began oper-

ating in July 1948. The initial fleet

included Dakotas and Bristol freight-

ers, but these light transports were

later withdrawn and the civil element

consisted of Tudora, Lancastrians, and

Heltons, together with one Liberator

and one York. Two civil By the flying

boats were used until mid-December 1948*

The civil fleet specialized in Tan-

ker aircraft and their average numbers

in Germany and average payload prior

to the phase-out weret 4 Tudors,

freighter, 11 tons - tanker, 8$ tone;

1 York, freighter, 8* tons; 12 Lancas-

trians - tanker, 7i tons; 20 Heltons,

freighter, 6 tons, - tanker, 6 tons;

2 Liberators, tanker, 8 tons.

PERSONNEL

United States Air Force

Personnel from units within USAFE

began the initial operation of the

USAF share of the Airlift. On 4 July

1948, the first increment to augment

TJBAFB personnel arrived from the Zone

of Interior in a temporary duty status.

The operation began to assume a perma-

nent character in the month of Septem-

ber, when the USAF military strength

of assigned and attached personnel

reached 1,320 officers and 5,605 air-

men. By 1 January 1949, this strength

had increased to 2,374 officers and

7,563 airmen, and by 1 June 1949, the

military strength of assigned and at-

tached USAF personnel was 2,463 of-

ficers and 9,017 airmen.

Many personnel were ordered to duty

with the Airlift from theaters outside

of Europe on very short notice. This

caused hardships in many cases, since

officers and airmen were not given

sufficient time to take care of per-

sonal affairs and prepare for overseas

shipment. Thinking that the duty would

be of short duration, they made only

Two of the largest aircraft used. The

C-97 (top) and C-7A both were classed

as 20-ton transports on the Airlift.

temporary arrangements to take care of

personal matters. The initial tempo-

rary duty tours were extended from 45

days to 90 days, and then to 180 days.

As a result, a number of personnel had

to be returned to their home stations

to alleviate pressing emergencies.

Categories Established

Due to the intense flying effort in

the operation, personnel were classi-

fied into two separate oategories,

each having its own peculiar problems 1

a) crew personnel, and b) maintenance

and other supporting personnel.

At the start of the Airlift, it was

determined that at least three crews,

each consisting of two pilots (offi-

cers) and one aerial engineer (airman),

per allocated aircraft, should be pro-

vided. .

The USAF needs from Bovember until

February were set at three aerial en-

gineers per aircraft. However, with

the rapid turn-around time, and 24-

hour operation, it became necessary to

allow the assignment of five aerial

engineers per aircraft, so that a crew

ohief could be with the aircraft at

all times, whether in the air or on

the ground. This practice resulted in

dividends of better maintenance.

Photo (left) shows some of the British ^d^erican aircraft

used on the Mrlift. Numbered from top left are: 1.

(£47) 2. Skymaster (C-5*) 3. Tudor 4. Liberator 5-York

6. Hastings 7. C-82 8. Sunderland (Flying Boat) 9. Lan«s-

teisn! Also used was the British Halton,which is not shown.
si
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It soon became obvious, however,
that the proper factor for determining
crew requirements should be the air-
craft utilisation. With the arrival
of replacements and adequate mainten-
ance personnel in the Theater, it was
possible to raise the utilisation fac-
tor of each airoraft from an average
of 5*5 hours per 2fc-hour day in July
to the average of 9.5 by April 1949.

Increased flying hours generated
the need for more personnel, both on
the ground and in the air. Toward the
conclusion of the Airlift, it became
apparent that an average of approxi-
mately 3.6 pilot crews per aircraft
would be required to sustain the all-
out effort, and to provide the crew
rest and relaxation necessary to pre-
clude lowering of operational effi-
ciency.

Rotation Plan

With the establishment of the RTU
at Great Falls, Montana, under the
guidance of Military Air Transport
Service, sufficient replacement crews
became available for the first time,
in December 1948, to permit replace-
ment of TDY personnel. When it became
apparent that the number of incoming
personnel through the Great Palls
pipeline would be sufficient to permit
rotation of TDT personnel, and at the
same time provide a steady gain in
personnel assigned to the Airlift, the
Command was able to announce that all
orew members could be rotated to the
Zone of the Interior after six months
duty. By February 1949, rotational
policies were firmly established and
rotation of crew personnel to the Zone
of Interior was occurring regularly,
without hitches.

With the attainment of an average
of 104 crews per month in December, as
normal replacements, it became pos-
sible to divert some incoming person-
nel, such as those highly experienced
in transport operation, to supervisory
positions as cheek pilots and as stan-
dardisation and qualification board
members.

The input of Great Falls trained
personnel not only provided replace-

ments for TDY personnel, but enabled
this Command to increase assigned duty

pilots. A total of 1,258 were flying
the Airlift in July 1949, against an

estimated requirement of 1,322 pilots,

based upon a planning factor of 70

hours per month for the northern cor-

ridor and 80 hours per month for the

southern corridor.

PCS Replacements

In February, the Airlift had approx-

imately seven men per aircraft as-
signed in the maintenance field. It

was determined that a minimum coverage
to operate 24 hours, seven days a week,

would be 15 maintenance men per air-
craft, plus German civilian mech-
anics. The flow of incoming replace-
ments in February began to increase in
numbers and experience level. A rota-
tion policy was instituted and its ef-
fects on morale were immediately felt.
The bulk of the TDY personnel were
moved out, as the Incoming replace-
ments were PCS. By 15 May, all TDY
personnel were returned to home sta-
tions with exception of a few isolated
cases. The replacements from the spe-
cialised schools in the ZI were also
arriving, and the maintenance field
increased in numbers as well as qual-
ity. Assigned maintenance personnel
per aircraft reached 12, plus the sev-
en German mechanics per squadron as-
signed. A few specialists were still
needed, particularly hydraulic mechan-
ics, power-plant mechanics, electrical
mechanics and propeller mechanics.

German Nationals

The utilization of German nationals
proved highly successful in the opera-
tion of the Airlift. The major diffi-
culty encountered in their use as air-
craft mechanics was their lack of fa-
miliarity with American aircraft and
this, mixed with their language diffi-
culty, caused a problem of supervision
during the initial period of their
employment

.

A formalized training program was
established to familiarize this type
of personnel with C-54 type aircraft*
German translators were employed and
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Technical Orders were translated in

order to familiarize mechanics with

the aircraft* The use of Germans is

further discussed in the chapter on

USAF Maintenance*
German Wationals were used to good

advantage in other fields than main-

tenance. Their increased use is indi-

cated by the additional authorisations

for maintenance personnel* Original

authorisation allowed 50 meohani.es for

each transport squadron. Due to fav-

orable experience, the authorisation

was increased to 66 per squadron in

the American Zone, and 75 in the Brit-

ish Zone. Finally, the authorisation

was increased to 80 per squadron in

the Air Force Units.

Personnel - RAF
The RAF suffered from a lack of air

%nA ground crews* The air-crews were

augmented at first from No. 38 Group

Training Establishments, and later

from the Royal Australian Air Force,

the South African Air Force and the

Royal New Zealand Air Force*

Owing to the close proximity of the

United Kingdom to the theater of oper-

ations, the RAF was not affected by

the question of rotation in the same

way as the USAF* Squadrons were re-

turned to the United Kingdom at regul-

ar intervals. There the aircrews had

leave, underwent continuation training

and recategorization.

B A S E S-U S A F • R A F

At the beginning of the Airlift

five existing airfields were selected

for the operation. These bases were,

Rhein Main and Wiesbaden* located in

the American Zone of Occupation, Wune-

torf in the British Zone, and the Ber-

lin terminals of Tempelhof and Gatow*

Bases were chosen because of their im-

mediate availability for conversion to

Airlift operation and their physical

location*

As the Airlift expanded, additional

bases were required,both in the West-

ern zones and in Berlin. By the end

of the blockade 11 bases had been

equipped and used, with one additional

base under construction. Because of

the distance factor, it was profitable

to utilize bases in the British Zone

which were located near the entrance

to the shortest corridors. Cells and

Fassberg, located in that zone, were

made available to the USAF for the op-

eration of C-54. aircraft*

Airlift bases and the number of

aircraft stationed at each, prior to

the phase-out, are shown in the chart

below. A more detailed description of

each base is given in Chapter V of

this report.
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P E R F 0 R M AN C E OF TH E MIS SI ON

The accomplishment of the Airlift
mission depended upon the number of
loaded airora ft successfully landed on
receiving airfields in the Berlin area*

The number of these landings, from an
over-all viewpoint, was governed by
the available resources of the Ameri-
can and British organisations and
their operational capabilities* From
an operational viewpoint, the primary
limitations were the number of air-
craft in commission and periods of fly-

able weather* Later, the limitations
of landing facilities largly dictated
the tempo of the mission performance.

Background

Under the Quadripartite agreement
of November 1945, all traffic to and
from the oity of Berlin was confined
to three oorridors, each 20 miles wide,

and to an area 20 miles in radius a-
round the oenter of the city* In the
small area in and about the city of

Berlin there were seven Soviet air-
fields, each having about it a re-
stricted area two miles in radius* Al-
though this international agreement
critically reduced the airspace avail-

able for Airlift operations, both the
American and British operational pro-
cedures were carefully designed to re-
spect those restrictions*

Operational Agreements
It was apparent early in the Air-

lift operations, that there would have
to be joint agreements among the Air
Faroe Commanders in Germany of Britain,

France and the United States. One of

the first was to eliminate French air-

craft from participation in the Air-
lift. This was necessary because of

the almost insurmountable language
problem involved in the joint use of
the communications facilities and land-

ing aids in the limited Berlin air-
space, and because the French had only
a few aircraft available for opera-
tions. Under this agreement, the
American and British fulfilled the

French military retirements. In re-

turn they were granted the use of fac-

ilities in the French Sector.

Another situation requiring a deci-
sion was the method to be used in the

center,or Buckeburg corridor, by Amer-
ican and British aircraft. It was de-
cided in conference that the lower al-
titudes in this corridor would be used

by the British, while American air-
craft would be held to the higher al-
titudes* No attempt was made during
the first few months to integrate the
air traffic of the two nations*

The Airlift was still, with the ex-
ception of a limited amount of coordi-
nation and cooperation, two separate
and distinct air transport operations*

Combined Air Traffic Control Need
As the operation became more in-

tense, particularly in the Berlin area,

it became obvious that the individual

efforts would have to be combined to

insure safety and the success of the

mission* Air movements in the re-

stricted air space around Berlin were

becoming so numerous that serious com-

plications in air traffio developed*

while both countries had provided

necessary landing aids for their air-

fields, overlapping traffic patterns

of Gatow and Tempelhof resulted in a

dangerous situation* The need for one

central control in the Berlin area was

acknowledged by both countries* The

combining of the two operations was

speeded by this pressing need*

EARLY PROBLEMS^
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

It is not derogatory to state that

the first phases of the mission were
marked with a high degree of confusion

in the handling of air traffic* This

problem was seen immediately as being

the point for major consideration and

improvement*



Existing Aids and Agencies

To understand the situation that

existed during the early period, it

must be fully realized that although

the necessary oontrol agencies were

present, their methods of controlling.,

the equipment being used, and the per-

sonnel employed, were not geared for

other than normal oooupation opera-

tions*

Airway traffic control was effected

by the Air Traf fio Control Centers at

Frankfurt in the U.S. Zone, Bad Eilsen

in the British Zone, and the Berlin

Air Safety Center. A manual system of

posting flights and altitudes was in

use at these centers.

The controllers at these centers

had been trained and indoctrinated in

a system that was capable of handling

safely only a limited number of air-
oraft at a time. Their main difficul-

ty in the beginning lay in their in-

ability to desoend aircraft rapidly

from oruising altitudes down to ap-
proach altitudes. This was aggravated

by lack of oonf idenoe in the landing

agencies to dispose rapidly of the

aircraft placed under their control.
The principal efforts of the control-
lers, therefore, during periods of bad
weather, were direoted toward safely
stacking aircraft over widely-separat-
ed holding points and descending them
only when fully convinced that each
airoraft was dear of a particular al-
titude and that there was no danger of
collision.

Prior to the operation, a single
GCA, (Ground Controlled Approach) unit

existed at eaoh USAF bP se, primarily

used in a standby status for periods

to adverse weather. At each Royal Air
Force base, there was a system desig-
nated as BABS (Blind Approach Beacon
System). This system Involved air-
borne radar equipment, and required a
specialized operator aboard aircraft*

GCA was used as the primary con-

trolling agency for all Airlift land-

ings in Berlin, since it was the only-

landing system common to both foroes*

These units oould land one aircraft

approximately every 15 minutes, and

this limitation to the operation be-

came clearly evident with the advent

of the first period of low olouds and

reduced visibility.
The control tower operators were

troubled at first by the heavy traffic

It soon became necessary, where pos-

sible, to detail one operator to take-

offs and another one to handle land-

ings. A separate frequency was given

to each of these activities* It was

also quickly apparent that the radio

transmission to and from each indivi-

dual aircraft had to be reduoed from

the accepted standard to only those

items absolutely essential* In relay-

ing instructions, only the assigned

altitude, altimeter setting and take-

off or landing clearance were trans-

mitted* By so reducing the conversa-

tions between the airoraft and the

ground, much of the early radio trans-

mission confusion was eliminated*

27
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Descent to Approach Altitudes

Trial and error methods were used
to determine the USAF system of rout-
ings during the formative stages. Or-
iginally the flights were considered
in two separate phases t the en route
phase, and the approach pattern and
landing phase. However, there deve-
loped a third very important stage,
wherein lay the key to the solution of
the air traffic problem — the descent
to approach altitude phase.

The problem of descending the air-
oraft operating in the British Zone
was negligible, sinoe there was no
high terrain between RAF dispatching
bases and Berlin. Airoraft could be
flown at much lower altitudes than in
the American Zone. Furthermore, be-
cause of the radar navigation equip-
ment used in RAF airoraft, it was pos-
sible to operate safely all RAF air-
oraft of the same type at one altitude.

Altitude Separation

Bcl route separation of USAF air-
oraft was effooted easily at first by
using different altitudes for succes-
sive aircraft. In determining the
number of altitudes to be used, the
thought was always toward increasing
the margin of safety for airoraft in
the air. Six separate altitudes were
used during the early days. The first
take-off would be assigned an altitude
of 5,000 feet, the second 6,000 feet,
and so on up to 10,000 feet, at whioh
time the cycle would be repeated.

In effect,this provided a series of
ladders of airoraft proceeding to Ber-
lin. Safety in the air while en route
was ensured, but the problem of main-
taining position and descending to
common approach altitudes was aggravat-
ed out of proportion to the en route
safety afforded. Revisions were made
by using five altitudes with 500-foot
separations. After that also proved
too cumbersome, three altitudes of
5,000, 6,000 and 7,000 feet were used.
Again little success was gained in

lessening the problem of descent.
Eventually it was determined that

two altitudes were adequate for safety,

provided spacing en route between air-
oraft was maintained.

Frequent checks of spaoing over de-
signated fixes by each pilot indioated

that six-minute separation between
airoraft at the same altitude was en-
tirely adequate which, of course, was
in effect, 3-minute intervals at take-

off. Little possibility of overtaking

was found to exist if the spacing was
readjusted over these designated fixes.

Weil-Defined Routes

Well-defined routes were establish-

ed very early in the operation. These
were laid out for all airoraft to fol-
low, regardless of the weather. The
routes were established to afford ade-
quate horizontal and vertical separa-

tion between individual streams of

traffic Low frequenoy beacons or ra-
dio ranges were installed originally
at the entrances to the corridor, and
radio beacons at eaoh turning point.

This system of marking routes was

found to be inaoourate, resulting at

times in deterioration of the separa-

tion between suooessive airoraft. A
visual-aural range at the ends of eaoh
corridor was installed. This enabled
pilots to establish themselves in the

oenter of the oorridor. Low-powered
beacons were replaced by 500-watt bea-
oons to afford more positive direc-
tional aid during periods of static.
Beoause the RAF aircraft carried navi-
gators, and did not rely entirely upon
these beaoons, they were affected to a
lesser degree by the limitations of
these earlier aids.

Flying Techniques

The routes had to be flown in cer-

tain prescribed manners so that the
resulting system of traffic flow would
guarantee regular arrival of airoraft
at the terminals. The requirement for
suoh a highly standardised system of

flying called for strict aircrew dis-
cipline. The slightest variation in

the procedures stipulated for an indi-

vidual airoraft resulted in almost in-
surmountable traffic problems. The
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operation worked well only when each

aircraft remained in pot ition with re-

spect to adjacent airoraft and follow-

ed all instrue* ions implioity.

As RAF crews engaged In this mis-

sion were fully trained and classified
Transport Command aircrews, no great

problem was encountered, and little

further training or standardization

was required. However, during the op-

eration it was necessary to oheolc

their rigid adherence to the prescrib-

ed procedures and the Transport £»m-
ining Unit was used for this purpose.

OH the American side, to aooomplish

the formidable task of regimentation,

a oheok pilot system was inaugurated*

The sources of aircrews were widely

•varied and pilot's techniques were in

turn as varied as the U.S • Air Foroe

missions. Pilots were profioient in-

dividually in their techniques, but

these had to be molded into a single

method of flying. To produce the de-

sired results, a Standardisation Board

consisting of the best qualified USAF

transport pilots in the Task Poroe,

was established in the Headquarters.
This Board prescribed all the tech-

niques for eaoh phase of the USAF op-

eration. When controversial points

arose, the oonoensus of the Board dic-

tated the best method of performance.

Instructions were published in booklet

form and made available to eaoh pilot

in the Command,through the Group Chief

Pilot and oheok pilot. To guarantee

sufficient training of all pilots, it

was necessary to appoint one oheok pi-

lot for every 10 first pilots. In

turn, each Group had a Chief Pilot

Section in Its operations, the Chief

Pilot being under the general super-

vision of the Standardization Board

and the oheok pilots under the super-

vision of the Group Chief Pilot. Pi-

loting techniques were therefore su-

pervised from the top, i.e« the Stan-

dardisation Board, down through the

Group Chief Pilots, the oheok pilots

and to eaoh of the operating pilots.

All pilots received a oheok at least

once every 30 days. It was found that

the oheok pilot system afforded the

quickest means for rapid indootrina-

:4

tion of orew personnel. It also pre-

vented bad habits or oarelessness from

developing in flying techniques. In

addition to providing necessary regi-

mentation, it is believed that the

liberal use of oheok pilots was one off

the contributing factors in the low

aeoident rates.

BRIEFING - USAF
In the development of the Airlift,

the ever-ohanging aspect* of facil-

ities, installations and procedures

established an immediate need for an

adequate briefing organisation.

Under the system of orew scheduling

necessitated by the 24-hour operation,

it was not possible to depend upon the

proper dissemination of pertinent in-

formation through the normal means of

NOTAMs and written directives. Due to

the absolute necessity of keeping pi-

lots informed on Airlift prooedures , a

system of verbal daily briefing was

introduced. All pilots scheduled for

flight in any one blooK period were

briefed collectively immediately prior

to block time. When the continuous me-

thod of dispatch was used, briefings

at specified hours during the day were

provided

.

• Individual Briefing
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These mass briefings were complete
in the coverage of every phase of the
flight from that particular base to
Berlin and return at a particular time.

The routes were described In minute
detail specifically stressing accurate
position reporting points, the neces-
sity for adhering to air traffic con-
trol instructions, knowledge of any
anticipated Soviet harassing or inter-
ference, the weather en route and at
the terminals, and best available al-
ternates. The briefing was conducted
by the Operations officers in conjunc-
tion with the Navigation and Briefing
officer, Weather officer, and the In-
telligence officer.

Immediately after the briefing, pi-
lots were issued complete air naviga-
tion and briefing kits, containing up-
to-the-minute information of their
flight. In addition, the pilot was
furnished a flight plan based upon
current winds and weather* Alternates
were provided with operational minimums
and clear weather conditions. Maps,
and charts, covering all necessary in-
formation for using these alternates,
were included in the briefing kit.

One of the most valuable of the
briefing materials was a comprehensive
Manual of Airlift Routes and Proce-
dures. This manual included a detail-
ed description of the procedures to be
followed from each of the Airlift
bases to Berlin. In the manual could
be found all emergenoy procedures,
missed approach procedures, and in-

Weather Briefing before Flight

Briefing Table in Use

struotions to be followed for all ra-

dio contacts. A series of standard

operating procedures charts, accom-

plished in simplified diagrammatic

style, portrayed all the essential na-

vigational aids and communications

facilities. These manuals were col-

lected after each flight to enable Na-

vigation and Briefing officers to in-

sure the/ were current at all times*

As in the entire Airlift operation,

every effort was made in briefing to

minimize the time aircraft remained on

the ground. As an example, at Tempel-

hof a mobile briefing truck met arriv-

ing crews, and a rapid but thorough

weather briefing and flight plan for

the return trip was given each pilot.

This unit also served as a de-briefing

agenoy for any crew having pertinent

information to divulge. At the home

base, de-briefing by weather and in-

Mobile Briefing Unit in Berlin
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telligenoe officers was required after

eaoh trip*
With the density of traffic in the

corridors and the olosely-knit traffio.

it ms essential, for safety reasons,

to insure that ell personnel actively
engaged in the operation were not only

fully conversant with their own par-

ticular routes or section, but with
those of all other traffio engaged in

the . operation. To insure this over-

all familiarity, three-dimensional

plan models of the complete Airlift

area were constructed* These showed
routes, heights, and traffio patterns

of all airoraft engaged in the oper-

aotions, as well as radio and radar
facilities in use* These plan models
were plaoed in all Operations and
Briefing rooms, and enabled all per-
sonnel to assimilate quickly the
complexity of the over-all operation.

channel VHF sets, but the only British

aircraft so equipped were the Yorks

and Hastings, whereas the D*>kotas and

the majority of civil air or. ft had on-

ly four channels available*

YKhen the three airfields were oper-

ating in the Berlin area, a m1n limut

number of 12 channels were required on

the ground to provide interference-

free communications* Since some air-

oraft only carried four-channel equip-

ment, ground radio installations had

to be extended considerably so as to

give flexibility and to allow for di-

versions. Each of the three terminals

had as many as five different frequen-

cies available in the tower in case

airoraft were diverted from one air-

field to another* As such diversions

were rare, a proportion of the ground

equipment remained idle for consider-

able periods*

COMMUNICATIONS GCA During Might Operation

Throughout the entire operations,

very high frequency radio mas used al-

most exclusively for the direct con-

trol of airoraft. Initially, it was a

simple problem as only a few airfields

were involved and four channels of

communications per airoraft were ade-

quate* As the Airlift expanded it be-

came increasingly difficult to allo-

cate sufficient frequencies to avoid

congestion. In December, after the

opening of Tegel, a plan was adopted

to cover requirements of both the RAF

and the USAF elements. It was neces-

sary to revise completely the entire

orystallisation plans at all Airlift

bases and on all Airlift aircraft so

that airoraft could be controlled by

the ground agencies at any base in the

event of diversion. Bases in close

proximity to eaoh other never were
permitted to use the same frequencies

for controlling aircraft because of

interference. It was found that the

number of frequencies which could be

used was limited by the number of

channels available in airborne equip-

ment. All USAF C-54s carried eight-
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DEVELOPMENT OF
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
In order to control the amount of

traffic in this operation, it was nec-
essary to keep all aircraft on a sin-
gle route when operating between any
two bases. These routes were designed
to eliminate complication with, traffic
from other bases and to provide a six-
mile final leg. This was accomplished
by the use of radio and radar beacons,
radio ranges in conjunction with vis-
ual aural ranges, and radar surveil-
lance.

All traffic, regardless of weather
conditions, was considered as being
oonducted under Instrument Plight
Rules and no variations were allowed
in any of the approach patterns. All
approaohes to all airfields, inoluding
random itinerant approaohes, were
channelled from an initial radio or
radar fix and were established to
conform with the requirements of a
Ground Control Approach.

Intervals between aircraft were de-
termined by the aoceptanoe capabil-
ities of the terminal airfields. These
had to be established at take-off and
maintained throughout the entire
flight. Whenever more than one air-
field fed aireraft into a single re-
ceiving airfield, a dispatch system
under a predetermined sohedule had to
be established.

Dispatching - U. S. Zone

The two bases in the U.S. Zone oper-
ated in the same corridor into Tenpel-
hof . It was, therefore, necessary to
coordinate the traffic from these air-
fields. The first system used was a
four-hour block system of dispatches.
Under this system each base was allot-
ted alternate four-hour periods in
which to dispatch its aircraft, the
interval between aircraft being deter-
mined by the forecasted weather condi-
tions at the terminal coupled with the
rate at which the landing aids could
land the arriving aircraft. The first
obvious drawback to this system was
the long periods of aircraft stand-by

time caused by numerous aircraft lin-

ing up prior to their scheduled take-

off time in order to fill each avail-

able space in the block. During this

period it was cannon to see as many as

20 to 30 aircraft lined up near the

take-off position with their engines

idling. In order to overcome this,the

block times were eventually reduced to

a one-hour cycle, each base being al-

located time in proportion to its num-

ber of aircraft. By this means idling

time was materially reduced, but the

system did not allow all serviceable

aircraft to be fully utilized.

The final solution to this problem

was the adoption of an integrated sys-

tem of dispatch, whereby the flow of

aircraft from both bases converged at
a merging radio beacon. Aircraft times
at this beacon were allocated by the
coordinating agency according to the
aircraft availability at each base.
This system proved satisfactory and
ensured, to a large degree, that all
aircraft could be used as soon as they
were ready

Block System

With the introduction of American
aircraft into Fassberg, in the British
Zone, it was realized that the inte-
grated continuous dispatch system then
in use by the RAF could not be contin-
ued. This was due to the difference
in navigational techniques employed by
the two air forces.

Royal Air Force aircraft were fit-
ted with radar navigational equipment,
including distance measuring equipment,
and they carried navigators. They
were therefore able to arrive at a
given point at a given time within a
reasonable degree of accuracy. United
States Air Force aircraft did not carry
navigators,and relied largely on radio
compasses. They therefore had to de-
pend on dead reckoning based on fore-
casted winds, the accuracy of which was

variable. In order to insure the most
even flow of traffic, it was necessary
to adopt a block system of dispatch,
as previously described. The poten-
tial sorties of each dispatching air-
field was studied and a four-hour pe-
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riod was fairly divided into time blocks

among the fields.

Disadvantages of Block System

The four-hourly block system, al-
though satisfactory from a purely op-
erational point of view, caused peak
loads followed by periods of compara-
tive idleness at the dispatching bases.
Furthermore, it reduced the utiliza-
tion of aircraft, by keeping them on
the ground when serviceable. As it has
already been explained in connection
with the U.S. Zone, later it was found
possible to change to an hourly block
system, thereby overcoming most of the
disadvantages.

Rhein Main and Wiesbaden Procedures

From the two USAF bases in the
Frankfurt area, Rhein Main and Wies-
baden, one integrated flow of aircraft
was dispatched through the southern
corridor to Tempelhof . These aircraft
were assigned 5,000 and 6,000 feet, al-
ternately, for their flight through the
corridor. At a point approximately 70
miles from the Tempelhof range station,
the aircraft reported to Tempelhof Air-
ways, and were descended to 2,000 and
2,500 feet prior to reaching the range
station. After the aircraft passed
this station, the Approach Controller
vectored it by radar through the ap-
proach pattern to a point six miles
from the end of the landing runway.
Here the aircraft were delivered to
either the final Ground Approach Con-
troller, or to the tower, according to
the condition of the weather.

The return flights from Tempelhof
were made through the central corridor,
aircraft being staggered alternately
at 6,500 and 7,500 feet. After pass-
ing Braunschweig, the aircraft turned
south via Fritzlar Beacon. Shortly
after passing Fritzlar, all aircraft
contacted Frankfurt Airways and were
descended to 4000 feet prior to reach-
ing the Staden Beacon. As the aircraft
left Staden, they came under the ap-
proach control of either Rhein Main or
Wiesbaden, whichever was their desti-
nation. Rhein Main aircraft were de-

Wight Operation

scended for a straight-in approach

over Offenbach Beacon and the Rhein

Main range station. When the aircraft

was six miles from touch-down, control

was given to either the final GCA con-

troller or to the tower if weather per-

mitted. Wiesbaden aircraft were rout-

ed from Staden via the Rhein Main range

and the Marxheim Beacon in the same

manner.

Wunstorf, Celle and Lubeck Procedures

Three of the six bases in the Brit-

ish Zone, Wunstorf, Celle and Lubeok,

dispatched their aircraft in waves, or

blooks, through the northern corridor

via the Dannenberg and Frohnau Beaoona,

into Gatow. Wunstorf and Lubeok dis-

patched RAF aircraft, at one altitude

each, 3,500 feet and 5,500 feet, re-

spectively. Celle dispatched USAF

aircraft at two altitudes, 4,000 and

4,500 feet, alternately.
When the airoraft was approximately

20 miles from Frohnau Beacon, Gatow
Approach Control took over and des-
cended it to 3,500 feet over the Froh-

na\i beacon. From this point, airoraft
were veotored southward directly over
Tegel airfield at a minimum height of

2,500 feet, and thence to the Urune-
wald deacon. Mere the control of air-
craft was passed to the final con-
trol ler of the GCA unit, or to the
tower. Return flights were made at
the middle altitudes, through the
central oorridor,via the Braunschweig
Boaoon. After passing Braunschweig,
aircraft diverged toward their home
base 8 under the oontrol of their re-
spective Approach Controllers.
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AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
BERLIN AREA

Fassberg, Fuhlsbuttel Schleswigland Procedures

From the other three bases in the

British Zone. Fassberg, Fuhlsbuttel,

and Schleswigland. Airoraft were dis-

patohed at low altitudes via Dannen-

berg'and Frohnau beacons in the north-

ern oorridor to Tegel. Fassberg* with

USAF airoraft, dispatched at 2,000 and

2,500 feet alternately, while Fuhls-

buttel and Sohleswigland both used

1,500 feet inbound, staying on the

southern side of the northern oorridor.

The Frohnau Beacon was the initial

approa oh point for the landing pattenv

Since -it wast close to Tegel airfield,

;the aircraft were usually vectored

through the traffic pattern by Ap-

proach Control and the final control-

ler of the GCA unit. After take-off

from Tegel, Fassberg airoraft prooeeded
outbound between the two Russian Air-

fields at Sta,aken and Schonewald, and

thenoe out the central oorridor at

2,000 and 2,500 feet via the Gifhom
Beaoon to their home base. Fuhlsbuttel

and Sohleswigland airoraft returned

via the north side of the northern

oorridor at 1,000 feet directly to

their respective bases. ^

One-Way Traffic

The flow resulted generally in one-

way traffic in the three corridors —
inbound in the northern and southern,

and outbound in the central. By using

this system. 500 feet vertical separa-

tion was found to be completely ade-

quate for all 1 traffio proceeding in

the same direction in both the north-

ern and central corridors. On© thou-

sand feet of separation was used in the

longer southern corridor, since it was

not required to use but a few altitu-

de* at one time.

Air Traffic Density

The proximity of the three Airlift

bases in the Berlin area oan be com-
pared to that of LaGuardia, Idlewlld

and ' Newark airfields, In the New York
City area. A oirole with a six-mile

radius oan be circumscribed around Te-

gel, Gatow, and Tempelhof airfields.

Using the faoilities and procedures
existing for controlling traffio as

finally developed, 2,796 airoraft
movements, or one every 30.9 seconds,

were oonduoted in this oonfined area

in one 24-hour period on 16 April 194ft

Airways Procedures

The purpose of the Airways Control

was to deliver evenly spaced airoraft

at the proper altitudea at the initial

approaoh point. Where it was neces-

sary to desoend aircraft to the ap-

proaoh altitude, airways control was

provided far enough baok in fche oorri-

dors to insure that all aircraft could

be desoended without any possibility

of stacking or holding.
Airoraft in the southern oorridor

were generally higher than those In

the northern oorridor and had traveled

longer distances from take-off. These

faotors made the problem of desoents

much more oomplioated. As an assist-

ance in handling airoraft, a leg of a

localizer was beamed across the south-

ern corridor to provide a fix for

position reporting to Tempelhof Air-

ways Control. This report provided

the spacing information necessary for

the controller to start the safe des-

cent of the airoraft. Readjustments

of interval were made wherever neoes-

sary, so tjhat all airoraft could safe-

ly reach approaoh altitude prior to

arrival at the Tempelhof range station
1

In the northern corridor, traffio

destined to Tegel was low enough to

enable all descents to be executed In

the approaoh pattern. In controlling

both Tegel and Gatow-bound airoraft,

Controlling from Tempelhof Tower
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Berlin Approach Patterns

the shorter flights and relatively
lower altitudes used, combined with
the RAF assignment of arrival times to
be made good by their airoraft, lessened
the need for airways control in the
northern corridor.

Approach Control

The approach control portion of the
flight into Berlin was ooncerned with
delivering properly spaoed airoraft to

a point between six and seven miles
out on a projection of the landing
runway. Each Approach Control was as-

signed its own radio frequency. Air-
craft were given all landing instruc-
tions and were assisted in following
the prescribed pattern, through the
use of radar. Necessary adjustments
in spacing were conducted by slight
variation in vectoring to the turn on
final approach, whenever any airoraft
presented a serious interruption in

regular spacing, it was taken out of

the stream and returned to its hone

base.

OCA was used as the primary aid in
all landings in Berlin during marginal

and instrument conditions. GGA allowed
each airoraft but one approach; if that

was missed, the airoraft prooeeded to

its home base without landing, follow-

ing all procedures as prescribed for

take-offs at the airfield. In tills

manner, it was possible to keep the

flow moving without interfering in any

way with subsequent flights. This was

a very important factor in the elimi-
nation of stacking and holding, since

airoraft oould oontinue approaches

toward the runway without the danger

of another aircraft being oat of
position.

EHmhtatfoit of Stacking

The Air Traffic procedures were de-
signed to eliminate stacking* To ac-
complish this, descents had to be made
far enough out to permit all airoraft
to make straight-in approaches. Missed
approaches had to leave the area* fol-
lowing the take-off route, to return
to base or out of the area* Itinerant
traffic was not allowed to interrupt
the steady flow of Airlift aircraft*
The passing of airoraft from one con-
trol agency to the next was stream-
lined to the maximum*
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Beacon Approaches

Beacon approaches were permitted

when weather oonditions were well

above the known limitations of theae

facilities. GCA was alwaya put into

use long before ceilings and risibil-

ities had lowered to the point where

this aid was required. The use of

beaoon approaches permitted sufficient

time for the performance of preventive

maintenance on the GCA unit.

Effect of Winds

Due to the layout of the runways at

each of the three fields la Berlin,

only two directions of landing were

available, generally Seat and lest. In

the confined Bsrlin area, it was found

necessary to change landing directions

at all fields simultaneously, to eli-

minate any conflicts in approach pat-

terns. Ibis ays tern often resulted in

one base being required to conduct

slightly downwind landings, a 10-mile

tail wind component was established as

the maximum before direction had to be

changed*

CPS-5 Raster

A major contribution to the safety
of Air Traffio in the Bsrlin area was

made by the GPS-5 (Traffic Control
Search Radar} installation at Tcmpel-
hof. By asana of this system, air-

craft approaching Bsrlin by either the

southern or northern corridors could

be picked up on the radar scope, iden-

tified by a procedure turn, and vec-

tored into pooltion in accordance with

the aceeptanee rate of the final ap-

proach facilities. Although traffic

procedures were not materially changed

by the installation of CPS-5. the add-

ed safety factor realised , in knowing

the accurate poaition of each aircraft

ia the area, allowed a minimum spacing

interval to be used during instrument

conditions.
The CP3-5 allowed all airways and

approach control functions to be in-

corporated into one control room which

received all flight plana of the Air-

lift traffic. Bach controller was

presented a picture of not only the

traffic into his own field, but also

that into the other two Airlift ter-

minals, whenever any one field became

inoperational. traffic destined for

that field could be diverted to either

or both of the remaining two bases.

This provision gave elasticity to the

Berlin operation that could not have

been provided in any other manner with

the neoessary degree of safety.

EFFECTof WEATHER
In the anticipation of winter fly-

ing condition*, considerable 3trees was

laid by Airlift plannera on precau-

tionary measures to cope with en route

weather conditions. Procedures were

prepared whereby the flight altitude
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and intervals would be changed during
the periods of icing or turbulenoe in
order to minimise the en route weather
hazards,

Enroute Icing

It was inevitable that Airlift air-
craft would encounter ioing during the
winter months. These icing conditions
never exceeded moderate intensity,how-
ever, and the equipment available on
most of the aircraft for combating ice
was adequate within the limits of ser-
viceability, some of the Britieh
civil cargo aircraft did not have suf-
ficient de-icing equipment, and it was
necessary to route those airplanes at
altitudes where the least icing was
expected.

The ice-combating equipment avail-
able, though reliable and adequate
when operational, posed many difficul-
ties, necessitating the improvement of
existing installations. Occasions
arose when ice formation on wind-
shields could not be removed adequate-
ly prior to landing by the ordinary
use of the windshield de-icing equip-
ment. Routine corrective maintenance
and anticipation of icing conditions
by the pilot were the main factors in
obtaining the most efficient use of
ice-combating equipment, and prevented
icing from materially affecting the
operations.

Turbulence

Effects of turbulence likewise were
felt to a minimum degree, completely
stopping the operation on only two
short occasions of a few hours each.
At other times* when turbulence was
present , the intervals between air-
craft were increased to permit indivi-
dual variations of airspeed and alti-
tudes when found necessary by the pi-
lots. Ho accidents during the flying
of the Airlift have been attributed to
turbulent conditions} however, fre-
quency of fuel leaks ia the C-54 was
increased during these periods, and
could have been caused by prolonged
flexing of the wings.

During the early months of this op-
eration, when the most turbulence was
encountered, fuel leaks on aircraft
were a major problem and an average of
five airplanes were out of commission
for this reason.

Under no conditions were an/ changes
made in the cabin load or gas load to
minimize the effeeta of turbulence.
Pilots were standardized in the prac-
tice of employing slower airspeeds and
attitude flying, and this constituted
the only concession to the turbulence
problem.

Terminal Weather

The effect of terminal weather upon
the Airlift,however,was not minimized.
Terminal weather below 200 feet and
one-half mile effectively stopped the
operation. Gradual lowering condi-
tions of ceiling and visibility ordin-
arily gave sufficient warning of im-
pending closed conditions to enable the
flow of traffic to be slowed to a point
where only a minimum of aircraft had
to be diverted. The advent of sudden
below-minimum conditions usually pre-
sented a problem of great magnitude in
properly disposing of the en route air-
craft. Considerable studies were made
in the preparation of precise proce-
dures to control both planned and emer-
gency diversions due to weather.

The only facilities availabls in
reasonable quantity at the beginning
of the operation were CCA units. OCA
controllers, after proper indoctri-
nation, were able to land aircraft
every three to four minutes under
marginal conditions. During these
periods of minimum weather in the
Berlin area, all aircraft continued
operation in exactly the same pattern
ussd for good weather. The aircraft
continued to descend, by GCA instruct-
ions, until the prescribed minimum was
reached. If the pilot was unable to
see the runway when he reached the
ainiaum altitude, he pulled up and left
the area exactly as if he were just
taking off, and proceeded to his home
base. If the minimum weather con-
ditions existed at the aircraft's home
base, and the OCA approach was missed,
the pilot proceeded in accordance with
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the previously prepared dirersion pro-

cedures to one of the Airlift diversion

bases*

Ground king

The accretion of ice or frost on

the aircraft surfaces while on the

ground was considerably aggravated by

the lack of interior heating facilities

for aircraft* The removal of ice nec-

essarily had to be performed out of

doors* The first effort at removal of

ice was made with a mixture of alcohol

and kerosene applied by a swabbing

method to the lifting surfaces of the

airplane* The demand of the operation

forced the discontinuance of this

method* A second method was devised

whereby the same mixture was applied

by means of a tank unit mounted on a
truck body equipped with power spray-

ing attachments* A raised platform
was connected to the truck for the

easy application to the top of wing

surfaces* An airplane could be com-

pletely sprayed in approximately 10

minutes using this equipment* One ob-

jection to the mixture used was that

the kerosene application enabled a
formation of dust and dirt to collect
on the airplane surfaoes* For this
reason* the mixture was changed to 100

per cent aloohol* This process of ice
elimination was considered to be very
expensive and somewhat limited by the
shortage of iso-propyl aloohol in this
theater * As a further means of elim-
inating ice* a jet engine was mounted
on a truck bed and the hot blasts of

air were directed toward the aircraft*

Careful use of this equipment quickly
eliminated all accumulated ice, but
did not prevent the rapid reformation

within a short time, if weather con-

ditions were favorable to ice*

Weather Service

With the approach of winter, it be-

came obvious that the Airlift would
require the most aoourate weather ob-

serving and forecasting obtainable*

For planning purposes* extended
interval foreoasts were prepared
covering periods of 4 to 7 days. This

information enabled weekly foreoasts

of tonnage to be given to procurement

agencies. Foreoasts oovering periods

up to three months were also prepared

for long-range planning of Airlift

tonnage capabilities* This weather

information was neoessary in making

the long-range tonnage estimates by

the Task Force, which information was

required by the supporting logistioal

agenoies*
In order to be prepared for

emergencies because of closing weather,

a oomposite forecast which would be

available at all bases to all pilots

was neoessary* In order to achieve

this desired oomposite foreoast, the

USAF Air Weather Service established

a system of telephone conferences

between all stations on the routes*

This oomposite foreoast enabled all

stations to operate with the same

weather pioture in view, and guar-

anteed that in the event of emergenoy,

the current reliable weather pioture

would be known to all concerned* This

oonferenoe proved of such value that

a later effort was made to establish a

corresponding system between the U.S.

and British weather services, but it

did not become operational before the

ending of the Airlift*
Further conforming to the exacting

requirements of the operations, a

weather observer was stationed on the

landing end of each runway during per-

iods when visibility was below one

mile* In this position, he oould

observe aotual runway visibility by

counting the visible runway lights and

report by field telephone direot to

the weather offloe*

For corridor weather aloft, and

local conditions, a reconnaissance

squadron of B-17s was organised for

the purpose of weather scouting*

Because of the anticipated heavy icing

conditions enroute, these aircraft

were dispatched to fly up and down the

corridors at varying flight levels and

inform traffic controllers of danger-

ous ice accretions.
Howewr, it was found that the lift

pilots operating regularly in the

corridors provided enough information

when given weather debriefing to keep

all weather centers, and thus sub-
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sequent flights, informed on weather
trends. It was therefore decided that
there was no continuing need for the
scout service and so after a period of
approximately one month, it was dis-
continued.

The speed of the airlift operations
necessitated an immediate dissemin-
ation of weather information, which
required the installation of durable
telephone and teletalk lines between
the weather office, Control Tower and
GCA. Observations had to be trans-
mitted Instantly to those operational
sections concerned, and special ob-
servations were often taken on the
recommendation of the Control Tower
or GCJL.

Weather Limitations

One of the realizations of the Air-
lift operation was the limitations of
the weather services. It became
apparent that the weather services are
unable to forecast with 100 per cent
accuracy over a period longer than 30
minutes, weather changes during times
of marginal weather — airlift mar-
ginal weather, 200 to 400 feet ceiling
and one-half to one mile visibility.
Since this limitation is a technical
one, and its solution requires basic
research, no discussion will be in-
cluded here. There are present limit-
ations in the observing service, how-
ever, that were disclosed by the Air-
lift's precise needs, which can be
mentioned here.

Observing

First, the Airlift's needs have
proven conclusively that the necessary
observing accuracy cannot be achieved
by humanere measurement and that elec-
tronic equipment is the only solution
Second, with the use of the electronic
ceiling measuring equipment available,
the desired accuracy cannot be realiz-
ed without more careful placement of
this equipment. The ceiling over the
terminal or the weather station may or
may not be the ceiling off the end of
the landing runway, particularly In
periods of low cloud, which is usually
diffuse and fluctuating. The general

all-around visibility may not be visi-
bility encountered by the landing air-
craft. The wind direction and velocity
taken on top of the tower or opera-
tions building amy not be the wind
velocity and direction affecting the
landing aircraft ( as in the case of
Tempelhof airfield where the surround-
ing buildings caused a very marked
difference between the wind on the
runway and at the recording point on
the tower).

In this operation an effort was made
to imnrove reporting accuracy, and by
means of an observer on the end of the
runway, a temporary solution to the

runway visibility problem was found.
The Airlift's requirements were at
least a stimulus to the development
of an instrument called a transmisso-

aeter, which will give a continuous
recording of the very important ap-
proach ceiling and visibility. It was
recommended that a second set of wind-
recording instruments be placed on the
ground near the end of the runway to

• Approach under Fog Conditions
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achieve accurate wind reports for

landing aircraft; but the Installation

was not achieved, due to technical
difficulties with the equipments

D I STRESS PLAN
In order that aircraft emergencies

In flight would not constitute a ha-
zard in the crowded corridors, it was
necessary that a distress plan be pro-
duced. The general procedure for air-
craft in distress wes to turn out of
the traffic flow, and climb or descend

to emergency altitudes, kept free for

this purpose, and return to bases or
to alternates, as the emergency and

weather conditions allowed*

Communications Failures

In the ease of communications fail-
ure, which precluded the aircraft rig-
idly adhering to air traffic rules and

being controlled by ground agencies,

aircraft were required to leave the

stream of traffic and climb to 9,000
feet, and return to home base, or pro-

ceed to the designated clear weather

alternates*

Ingine Failures

In the oase of engine failure which
prevented an aircraft maintaining its
controlled airspeed, it was required
to turn at right angles to the traffic
stream, adjust altitude to emergency
level, and return to its home base. If
a single engine failure ocourred on a
loaded inbound alroraft, and the pilot
was able to continue without endanger-
ing other traffic by maintaining rigid

compliance with the air traffic proce-

dures, and the weather permitted, he

was allowed to land at Oatow or Tegel,

but not at Tempelhof in the Berlin

area* This was because the approaches

at Tempolhof were not as good as at

the other two bases. If the trouble

oould not quickly be rectified, and

the weather permitted, pilots so

qualified were allowed to make a three

engine take-off after being unloaded,

and return to the home field for the

performance of necessary maintenance.

Crash Landings

In order to insure that Airlift

airfields were not obstructed by air-

craft making emergency landings where

they might have to be removed from the

runway by wrecking equiraaent, crash

landing fields, not connected with the

lift ooeration, were designated. Spec-

ial orocedures for flying to and land-

ing at these fields were produced and

published.

Emergency Diversions

When the sudden onset of below mini-
mums weather conditions prevented Air-

lift aircraft from landing at their
destinations, emergency diversion no-

tion had to be taken. Where possible,

these aircraft were diverted to other

Airlift bases. Should the adverse

weather conditions be widespread

enough to cover all Airlift bases, an

effort was made to divert to airbases

as near as possible to the Airlift

area. For this purpose certain nearby
European airfields were selected and

designated as diversion alternates*

Although the individual pilots were

well briefed on alternates and olear

weather alternates, the choice of di-

version airfields was the decision of

Task Force Operations* In the oase of

more wide-spread bad weather con-

ditions, aircraft had to be diverted

to any available airbase, sometimes

as much as 600 miles away* However,

this was impossible for British air-

craft, due to the limited fuel load

carried. Therefore, it was mandatory

to insure that these aircraft wart

landed before closed weather con-

ditions became so wide-spread.

SUCCESS OF GROUND
CONTROL APPROACH

Restricted Visibility •

The faotors which, la the early op-
eration, slowed down the Airlift did
not relate to QOA alone* Improvements
were effected in the standardisation
of flight prooedures and traffic
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patterns, controlled dispatch of air-
craft, standards of instrument flying,

pilot discipline and pilot confidence

ill OCA. and coordination between
controlling agendas.

It was found that an average of 10

avwee^^l wtte^ le\selj^^J3?^k\e^^^ ^JCM^e
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cloud and restricted visibility* The
OCA units were neither manned nor train-

ed to the standard required to handle
a sustained, continuous flow of air*
craft for long periods. To increase
the efficiency of the OCA crews it was
necessary to Implement a training pro-
gram in better methods of control.

The first step was to allocate two
frequencies for the exclusive use of
each GCA unit, one frequency for use
by the final controller, the other by
the initial controller. This enabled
the reduction of the Interval between
aircraft to one every six to eight
minutes during periods of minimum
weather. The GCA crews of four men
each were increased to five crews per
unit, each crew working a six-hour
shift. During each shift, a percentage
of the operation was GGA-controlled
regardless of the weather, so both
pilots and GCA personnel gained needed
experience.

When the airways control agencies
had become competent at delivering to
the GCA unit, properly spaced aircraft

at the correct initial approach alti-
tude, the problem confronting the GCA
team was greatly minimised.

With the aircraft positively iden-
tified, the OCA controllers could ef-
ficiently direct these regular arrivals
through the approach pattern and in to
a successful landing at four-oinute in-
tervals in weather down to generally
200 feet ceiling and one-half ails ris-
ibility.

At the three airfields in Berlin
the continuous flow of traffic was
handled without a single aoeident di-
rectly attributable to faulty OCA con-
trol* This reoord is the best indica-
tion of the success of OCA in this
operation.

LIGHTING SYSTEMS
Approach Lighting

In order to increase the margin of
safety during instrument approaches,
high-intensity approach lights ware
ordered and installed at all Airlift
bases. Three different types of sys-
tems were put into use.

The primary system used by the
British was a Calvert single row with
horizontal cross-bars, employing sod-
ium lights. To this configuration
was later added a set of variable in-
tensity fixtures. This installation

• A Twin-row Approach lighting Installation
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was emoloyed at Gatow, Celle, Wuns-

torf, and Fuhlsbuttel, and was sched-

uled for future installation at other

RAF stations*

At DSAP bases, the standard instal-
« lation was a twin row of American Gas

Accumulator (D-2) red and amber lights

to which was added a lead-in row of

Krypton condenser discharge lights.

Due to an obstruction in the vicinity

of Tempelhof airfield, an experimental

double row of Krypton lights was in-

stalled on the tops of apartment build-

ings on the approach to the runway.

The effect of the installation of

these approach lighting systems was to

increase the number of successful land-

ings during periods of restricted visi-

bility. Lighting systems were install-

ed so that pilots from each base were

confronted with the same type lighting

system at their home bases and their

terminals in Berlin. Under this ar-

rangement no accurate concensus could

be obtained for evaluation of the dif-

ferent systems in use. However, since

adherence to established minimums had

been directed, relatively few success-

ful, approaches were made when weather

conditions were below 200 feet ceiling

and one-half nil* visibility.

Area Lighting

In the main, floodlighting of the

marshaling area was effected by mount-

ing floodlights on 30-foot poles around

the edge of the area and at appropri-

ate points within the area. The pri-

mary disadvantages of this system lay

in the number of lights and thus the

number of poles required for effect-

ive floodlighting. As each pole con-

stituted an obstruction, extreme cau-

tion was necessary when taxiing in

areas floodlighted by this system.

••Artificial Moonlight", trials were

carried out at Wunstorf and Celle by

using three search lights turned to

form an apex over the loading area*

Results were not satisfactory and the

trials were discontinued. The limita-

tions were obvious, inasmuch as the

success was influenced by the height

of the cloud base in the region. At

Celle, two 60-foot towers, each carry-

ing a circular cluster of 12 Hollo-

phane wide-beam 500-watt lamps, were

erected in the marshaling area. This

method proved the most satisfactory,

but experiments still can be made to

increase the efficiency of this font

of lighting. An obvious advantage is,

of course, that a maximum amount of

light is obtained with a minimum

obstruction risk to aircraft. It i»

considered that a system is required

whertby the iouret of light i§ eon-

eealed. but at the same time provides

sufficient radiation to illuminate tht

loading area without shadow*

• Area Lightinc



FLYING SAFETY-USAF • • •

In any large-scale transport opera-
tion, whether in tha air or on tho
ground, acoidents are inescapable. Io
one could reasonably hare expeoted the
Berlin Airlift, with its complex,
round-the-clock pattern of operation,
to prove an exception. Set up without
advance preparation and subjected to
mushroom growth, the Airlift was re-
garded skeptically at first by many
observers, who predicted a soaring ac-
cident rate. These fears never materi-
alised. The remarkable fact is that
in a full year of intensive operations
the U S A F average monthly accident
rate, based on the number of accidents
per 100,000 hours flown, was down to
less than 50 per cent of the over-all
United States Air Force average for
the same number of flying hours.

The USAF Airlift effort, accounting
for 566,000 flying hours in the 12-
month period from July 1948 through
June, 1949, was marred by 120 minor
and major accidents, including 11
crashes which cost the lives of 28
American personnel. From the stand-
point of probabilities, these figures
are astonishingly low and refleot,
above all else, the constant and un-
compromising efforts of Task Force
authorities to keep the all-weather
operation as safe as humanly possible.

The discussion herein pertains only
to the USAF element of the Combined
Airlift Task Force; it does not in-
clude the Hoyal Air Force.

Night VS. Day

It is significant to note that only
12 more accidents ( 66 ) occurred at
night than during daylight hours (64).
In the second half-year of operation,
night and day accidents were nearly
equalized in number, partly as a result
of a reduction in taxi acoidents which
tended to be more frequent at night
when obstructions were less visible*

Improvement of airport conditions
and facilities was mainly responsible

for reduced night danger. The number
of aoeidents ooourring under instru-
ment conditions dropped from 12 in the
first six months of the operation to
two in the last six months.

Taxiing Accidents

The most prevalent type of Airlift
mishap was the taxiing accident, which
acoounted for 57.5 per cent of the
total, or 46 out of 120. It was def-
initely established that pilot error
was the chief oause faotor in most in-
stances. It was certainly true, how-
ever, that the inadequacy of airport
facilities in the early part of the
operation constituted a predominant un-
derlying faotor in taxi aoeidents.

Uwdwig end Take-on

Landing accidents made up the sec-
ond largest group, totaling 29, or 24
per cent of the 120, Twelve of these
took plaoe in the first six month* of
operation and 17 in the last half-year.
The increase was due ohiefly to landing
gear materiel failures, understandable
in view of the tremendous strain they
underwent in the intensive operation
In the second period, for example,
eight aoeidents were attributable to
nose-wheel failures, while only one
such accident ooourred in the first
six months. It is worth noting that
in no case were the established Airlift
landing and take-off minimum* consid-
ered a oause faotor in an accident.

Mid-Air CoMsloa
One of the most surprising aspeots

of the operation, in view of the high-
ly saturated traffic conditions, is
the fact that only one mid-air colli-
sion took plaoe between alroraft. The
one collision was oaused by bad flying
discipline, and not by Air Traffic
procedures.

Oround Cowuise
fine, or 7.6 per cent of tha total
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accident*, involved flying into the

ground, accounting for 24 of the 28

fatalities. Heather, in varying de-

grees, was a contributing factor in

each of these accidents, but it. was in

no oase the primary factor.

The accident picture supported the

long-accepted contention that pilot

error is a prominent cause factor in

the greet mjoritgr of aircraft acci-

dents, Xn 77 Airlift aooidents, or

64*1 per Mat of the total, pilot

error was indicated. figalfiaantly,

this oause faotor remained fairly

oonstant throughout the year's oper-

ation, this it not to say that pilot

error was considered the compelling

oause in most of the accidents | ia

fact, it was held to be the sale oause

factor in only nine aooidents.

Going further into a breakdown of

pilot error, it is noted that failure

of pilots to observe — particularly

apparent in the oase of taxi aooidents

— had important bearing on 52 of the

77 aooidents indicated above. This

factor was reduced appreciably in the

second half of the year by continual

emphasis on ground operational control.

Errors on the part of personnel

other them pilots were determined to

have been a oause factor in 85 of the

120 aooidents. lineteen of these in-

volved supervisory personnel, who were

held responsible only when the pres-

ence of removable hasards. improperly

parked aircraft, or other conditions

under Jurisdiction of the supervisory,

contributed to an acoident.

Twelve accidents were laid largely

at the door of ground orews, who as-

sisted in the taxiing or parking of

airoraft. Maintenance personnel error,

however, was a negligible faotor, con-

tributing to only four minor aooidents

in the first half of the year and

none in the second.

The controversial subjeot of weather

as it affects air transport safety re-

ceived a thorough airing during the

Airlift and enabled the Command to draw

an Important conclusion! that weather

is definitely not a major faotor in

the accident rate of an operation of

this type. Weather showed up as a

factor in 30, or 25 per cent of «•
accidents.

Airport FacttMes

In 45 of the accidents, or 56.8 per

cent of the total, the inadequacy of

airports and facilities was indioated

as a oause faotor. A reduction in this

factor was achieved ia the second half

of the operation, despite rapid Airlift

development and expansion.

Materiel reflkwe

Materiel failure played a role ia

30 or 41.6 par eeat,ef the aeoideata.

One outstanding type of failure, which

ooourred six times in the first cix

months of the Airlift, was the explod-

ing of the hydraulic pressure accumu-

lator. Modification of the hydraulic

system eliminated the problem end no

further accidents of this tort took

place during the Airlift. Other not-

able structural failures, which in-

ereased in the second half of the oper-

ation, involved note gears (causing

eight accidents) and tires—brakes

(failure indioated in nine aooidents).

In a consideration of accident

oeuees, it must he remembered that in

a majority of the 120 Airlift acci-

dents nore than one oause faotor was

involved. In some cases it wns diffi-

cult or impossible to segregate the

primary oause from contributing fac-

tors, but the Command's policy of eon-

ducting a Headquarters' investigation

of every serious acoident immediately

after its occurrence aided immeasura-

bly in the accurate determination of

the facts in the ease.

Safely l

Mo aepecte of the Airlift

greater significance than the

oonstant preoccupation with the sub-
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ject of flying safety. The broad pro-
gram of accident prevention, which
saved lives and materiel, centered
around a number of key policies which
are regarded "musts" for any air trans-

port operation. Among the basic
points stressed were: complete stand-
ardisation of flight procedures and
techniques; a highly comprehensive sys-

GROUND T R A F

As the magnitude and tempo of the
Airlift inoreased, it was apparent
that a well-organised ground handling
program would be required. U.S. and
British Ground Foroe organisations
ealled forward the supplies, furnished
railhead support, vehicles, vehiole
maintenance and the necessary native
labor. However, a definite need exis-
ted for a staff section in the Airlift
units, maimed with personnel who had
teohnioal knowledge of air eargo hand-
ling, to coordinate the Air Forces'
growing responsibilities In traffic

Organization of Traffic Sections

With the establishment of the Air-
list Task Foroe (Provisional) suoh an
organisation was introduced into the
American effort. A Director of Traf-
fic, on the staff of the Commanding
General of the Task Foroe, was charged
with the supervision of ground hand-
ling of aircraft with respect to load-
ing, unloading, tie-down, documenta-
tion of eargo and passengers, and liai-
son with shipping and receiving agen-
oies to assure correct weights, proper
packaging and routing.

tern of flight cheoKs; thorough check-
ing out of pilots ( Airlift standards
in this respect were higher than those
ever before used in this type of oper-
ation)} oonstant screening of aircrews,
regardless of the profioienoy level of
the individual} and emphasis on ground
operational ocntrol.

FIC-USAF.RAF
This Staff Division performed the

necessary liaison with supporting aaa>
eles and British traffio units, advis-
ing all concerned of variations in tho
capabilities of the fleet, and briefing
shippers as to proper preparation of
freight tor air shipment. Standard
procedures for loading and unloading
functions were instituted at all bass*

Pield Traffio Sections were provi-
ded at eaoh base from which USAF air-
oraft operated. A similar pattern for
ground handling was effected at the
British bases. These units worked In
close coordination with support ele-
ments engaged in the delivery of eargo
to the airfields. They supplied ex-
perienced air traffic technicians who
supervised the ground handling of each
aircraft, thereby insuring safe and
expeditious loading of the various
supplies required by Berlin.

Planning Factors

To provide a basis for advance plan-
ning by all agencies involved in pro-
curement, surfaoe transport, and cargo
handling at the airfield, the Combined
Airlift Task Foroe Issued a monthly

• A 0-54 fuselage used la training* • Cheeking foodstuffs at the railhead
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Day and night, operating in the aerial arteries to -the heart of

Berlin - the three oorridors guaranteed by international agreeinent -

Airlift aircraft carried the sustaining necessities of coal, food, •

medical supplies, and newsprint for the free press.
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The planning necessary to insure delivery of proper supplies to pre-
designated airfields involved several agencies. This pattern is re-

flected in the chart below, depicting the functions of each agency

and the resultant flow of careo into Berlin.
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forecast of the tonnage capabilities

of the transport fleet. The capability
figure was presented as a daily tonnage
estimate to the Air Staff Committee in
Berlin and thus it became a key factor
upon which the logistioal supply of
Berlin was planned for the following
months.

This Committee was composed of rep-
resentatives of the Frenoh, British and
United States offices of Military Gov-

ernment. In joint session, this Staff
allocated the available tonnage lift
to provide for the requirements of

German subsistence and industry, re-

taining a small portion for the sup-

port of th e occupying forces in Berlin,

This Committee also passed on the
general classifications of commodities

and established the priority for their

movement. No changes in the scheduled

movement could be made without clear-
ance by the Air Staff Coumittee. Such
action was necessary to prevent any
available transport spaoe from being
utilised for the delivery of cargo not
absolutely essential to Berlin needs.

The firm allocations were transmit-
ted to BEALCOM (Berlin Airlift Coordi-

nating Committee), located in Frank-

furt, and composed of BICO (Bipartite

Control Offloe), British and American
Ground Force support commands, and
SALTP Traffic. It was* the responsi-
bility of BICO to administer and con-

trol German production and transporta-
tion, insuring adequate stooks of sup-

plies required for the German eoonomy

and populace of Western Berlin. This

Committee, in joint session, scheduled

the flow of supplies into air bases

from which they would be airlifted.

Ground Support Units

It was essential to the Airlift
mission that airoraft be loaded and
unloaded as expeditiously as possible.
This operation involved the services
of those supporting elements which
provided railhead facilities, truok
transport and labor supervision. With
units operating independently, it was
difficult in the early stages of the
Airlift to effeot prompt coordination
with the various units.

Consequently, ETTOOM established an

Airlift Support Command under which

all U. S. cargo handling support ele-

ments were organised. r
This was pat-

terned after the British Army Air
Transport Organisation, which command-

ed all ground support units at British

bases. Ground support was rendered by
the French at Tegel Air Base in Berlin

where both U. S. and British airoraft

were unloaded.

Tonnage Requirements

The daily minimum supply require-

ment considered necessary for tfee «ity

of Berlin was estimated initially by

the Office of Military Government at

4,500 tons. This was revised on 20

October 1948 to a total of 5,620 tons.

These requirements, when referred to

as tonnage, should be visualised as

commodities ranging from baby food to

bulldozers. The 5,620 tons were bro-

ken down as follows!

FOR THE GERMAN POPULACE i

Food
Coal
Commerce and Industry Supplies

Newsprint
Liquid Fuel
Medioal Supplies

Sub-Total

TONS

1,435
5,084

255
35
16

U.S..BRITISH AND FRENCH MILITARYt 763

Three C-54 Passenger Flights Daily 30

(U.S. and French)
TOTAL

• Typical loadiss operation*



Zoal in 55 lb. paper sacks. • Fresh milk delivered dally.

As the Airlift tonnage capacity in-
creased, it became possible to improve

the daily ration allowed the city's

inhabitants, thereby returning living
conditions to a higher standard. Avail-

able lift in excess of daily fore ast-
ed capability was utilized to build a
stockpile of coal in Berlin.

Commodities Airlifted

The wide assortment of commodities
airlifted created numerous problems in

ground handling. Complete accounting

of the methods tested and techniques

developed are too detailed to permit
inclusion in this report. Therefore,

only the most salient materials are
diseussed.

Coal

Never before has the need for ooal
to sustain oity life been so forcibly
exemplified. It is the souroe of heat,
light and power, without which no mo-
dern oity oan survive.

Approximately 65 per cent of the
total tonnage developed was allocated
to the movement of this fuel. Although
at first ooal appeared to be relative-
ly easy to handle, the problem of eon-
trolling -the dust which sifted through
the canvas duffle hag or jute sack
containers required the institution of
corrective measures. This dust was
sharp and abrasive, and was the direct
cause of a definite increase in man-
hours for maintenance and inspection.

In an effort to control the dust,
the 110-pound sacks of coal were damp-
ened prior to loading and stacked on
tarp-oovered aircraft floors. This
method reduced the payload and did not
produce the desired result. To fur-

50

ther this control and save in the pur-

chase of sacks, a multi-layer paper

sack was adopted. It was found that

smaller containers stood up much bet-

ter under heavy service.

Continued re-use of paper contain-

ers established their life expectancy

at three to five trips, before exces-

sive breakage mide them unserviceable.

This type of container controlled dust

more adequately, and, combined with

thorough sweeping of the aircraft

after each unloading, produced the

best solution to the problem. At the

request of the Task Force, tests were

carried on with floor sealing by the

Burtonwood Air Depot, The desirable

condition would be a floor sufficient-
ly sealed to allow periodic flushing.

Food

Ranking seoond on the tonnage list
was food, consisting of items such as

sacked grains, vegetables, fro sen

meats, fish, dairy products and fresh
fruits. Products whioh oould be dehy-

drated were so processed in order to

provide the maximum oalorio value per
ton airlifted. This increased the
bulk per unit of weight, adding to the

problem of total payload utilisation.

• Fresh vegetables ready for tie down.



Lancastrian unloading petroleum at 9atow.

si

tanker n»thod of fuel transport proved

to be by far the most effixsient,for it

increased the usable payload by de-

creasing tare wights, eliminated con-

tainer backhaul, and minimised loading

and off-loading time. Consequently,

the airlift of all liquid fuelsw
assigned to the British Civil Tanker

Fleet. To meet the liquid fuel re-

quirements of Berlin, the tanker fleet

was increased to the following!

Frozen foods and meats were transfer-

red so rapidly that no appreciable

loss was realised.
Berlin had a daily requirement of

approximately 58 tons of salt which

required special handling, since -this

item has a oorrosive effeot on the

alloys and cables used in the struc-

ture of an airplane. British flying

boats, equipped with overhead cables

and treated to resist corrosive action,

were used to transport salt until 15

Deoember 1948, when the danger of ice

on Havel Lake necessitated withdrawal.

Thereafter a modified version of the

Halifax bomber,equipped with a pannier

slung in the bomb bay section, carried

a load of approximately 6.6 tons.

One of the largest problems pre-

sented by the movement of these com-

modities was the necessity for secur-

ity measures, as food was more valu-

able at this period than normal cur-

rency and could be exchanged more

readily. Constant vigilance was re-

quired to oontrol pilfering.

Petroleums, Oils and Lubricants

In the early period of the Airlift,

petroleums, oil and lubrioants were

carried in 55-gallon metal drums gros-

sing approximately 365 pounds each.

Owing to the difficulty encountered in

loading, and the necessity ot steam

cleaning and baokhauling empty con-

tainers, this proved to be an unecono-

mical msthod for the airlift of fuels.

The British had contracted with

oivil charter aircraft oompanies for

the services of aircraft which had

been modified as aerial tankers. The

16 Lancastrians
7 Tudors

17 Haltons

2 Liberators

Capacity

8.4 Tons
8.8

"

6.0
"

7.3
"

This fleet was capable of producing

an average daily oapaoity of 550 tons

of liouid lift. Approximately half of

the total liquid fuel airlifted origi-

nated at the British base of Wunstorf,

the remainder being lifted from Fuhls-

buttel and Schleswigland.,

At Wunstorf a unique loading system

was installed. This consisted of rail

sidings which permitted rail tanker

wagons to' deliver the liquid fuels to

central storage tanks by -gravity flow.

From these storage tanks the various

fuels were pumped trough 12 distribu-

ting pipe* to aircraft parking posi-

tions on the loading ramp. To load an

airoraft, the desired quantity was se-

lected on the regulator dial and the

electric pumps were started. This

system provided for a flow of 100 gal-

lons per minute and stopped automati-

cally when the pre-set gallonage was

delivered.
The tankers were routed into the

Berlin airfields of Gatow and Tegel,

where underground storage tanks and

pipes enabled unloading by gravity

flow. A reduction in unloading time

from 25 to 18 minutes for eight and

one-half tons of liquid fuel was ao-

complished by lowering the drainage

tanks and increasing the rate of grav-

ity now. Proa the fir bases, the

liquid fuels were pumped through uad**

ground pipe lines to storage depots.
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Industrial Supplies

To prevent complete economic ool-
lapse and the demoralising effeot of
idleness, it -was essential to provide
continued employment in the city's
normal industry. The thousands of
tiny "handewerke" concerns in Berlin
ware ocoupied mainly with processing
basio materials into finished pro-
ducts. There fore , raw materials of
every description were required by
industry to sustain itself and afford
a means of livelihood for the people
of Berlin. The continuous flow of
raw materials resulted in the indus-
trial concerns retaining at least a
portion of their export markets in
Western Europe.

These materials presented many dif-
ficulties in loading and tid-down be-
cause of irregularities in weight,
high density, size, and shape. Another
problem in their handling was present-
ed in that a portion of these items
were materials that were restricted
for air shipment and required close
monitoring to insure proper orating
end handling.

Engineering and Construction Material

•

Construction in Berlin of new air
bases, additional runways, and ramps
required supplies ranging from steel
matting to dismantled road-rollers.
The EU<DM Engineering Depot at Hanan
completed the cutting and dismant-
ling of the equipment and supplied
cranes and operators for assistance
in loading.

The lift of these heavy and odd-
shaped items emphasised the necessity
for the assignment of special utility
aircraft to any Task Force. This is
best illustrated by the accomplishment
of the Bristol Freighters and the Fair-
child C-82s employed in the Airlift.
These aircraft are especially adapt-
able for the carrying of abnormally
bulky items and were exceedingly val-
uable despite their small payload. The
larger dimensions of loading doors and
square construction of the cargo com-
partment facilitated movement of this
machinery to Berlin by air for air-
strip construction. As a result of the
additional facilities constructed with

• Tons of Asphalt for a Berlin airfield.

this equipment, the tonnage figures
pyramided with ever-growing rapidity.

Asphalt, shipped in metal contain-
ers grossing approximately 400 pounds
eaoh, was transported in sufficient
quantity to enable completion of air
base construction. Leakage was con-
trolled by use of tarps under and over
the load. Hopes used in the tie-d own
of this item were replaoed often, sinoe

they soon beoame impregnated and slick
with absorbtion of this type cargo.

Berlin Power Plant

This plant had been looated in the
British Sector of Berlin and had a
daily oapaoity of 228,000 kilowatt-
hours, or almost half of the present
total electrical power produced in the
three Western sectors of Berlin.

The Military Governors of the three
Western Powers had agreed that this
dismantled plant would be rebuilt, and
contracts had been let to German manu-
facturers to produce all of the neces-
sary integral parts.

*he lack of power available in Ber-
lin made it mandatory that this mater-
ial be airlifted as soon as possible.
The material was mainly of a weight,
sise and shape which made its trans-
port by air a most unusual requirement.
The only item which was to any degree
normal was the fire brick, with the

balance ranging in weight for single
pieces as high as 52,000 pounds.

Study revealed that there were 12
pieoes with weights or dimensions in
exoess of the capabilities of avail-
able aircraft, without structural mod-
ification. These 12 pieces were pre-



Pressure tanks, West Berlin Power Station*
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Other itemi included in this gener-

al olassifloation were elothlnfcheuse-
hold goods, offiee supplies, snd even
the daily nail and parcel poet*

The most publicised of all miscel-

laneous items flown was the esndy

dropped to the children who gathered

in the vicinity of Tenpelhof airdrome.

This was an unofficial operation,known

as "Little Vittles." started by

Oail Halvorsen and oontinued by other*

doninantly shafts or rotor valves of
length, breadth and weight which ne-
cessitated special ground-handling
equipment and modified airoraft to
make their transport possible.

The heavy and bulky items which
would have to be transported on air-
craft suoh as -the C-74, C-97 or other
large and modified aircraft amounted
to approximately 460 tons.

The Combined Airlift Task Foroe had
undertaken the movement of this mater-
ial, but with the lifting of the
blockade surface transport was utili-
zed to oomplete the project. The heav-
iest single piece transported by air
weighed 9,680 pounds and was of dimen-
sions which just permitted loading.

Miscellaneous Supplies

A wide assortment of miscellaneous
goods were delivered by air. Of these,

medical supplies were among the most
urgent. For example, ether had been
supplied to Berlin by firms located in
the Eastern Zone. With the loss of
this source, it was found that there
was only enough on hand to cover one
month* s consumption. The ether was
packed in small cans for air shipment
and required extremely delicate hand-
ling, as there would have been drastio
results if leakage developed in ilignt,

subjecting the orew to its vapors.
Newsprint, used for publication of

the Berlin daily newspapers,was trans-
ported in huge rolls, each with an
average weight of 600 pounds. Loading
was accomplished with fork lifts, and
at -the destination the unloading ohutes

were built wide enough to accommodate
these rolls.

Passengers

The imposition of the blookade

trapped many Western Zone residents in

Berlin. From the inception of the Air-

lift the fioyal Air Foroe carried more

than 80,000 passengers from Berlin.

The majority of these were carried in

Dakotas, with some being transported

by Sunderland Flying Boats and Jerks.

On 20 September 43, the British

commenced moving personnel requiring

medical treatment not available in

Berlin. These were pre-TB and early

TB cases, persons medically certified

as requiring long periods of rest and

good food, and the delicate and under-

nourished children. This movementwas

necessary because of the over-crowded

condition existing in ths Berlin hos-

pitals. Poor housing, dampness, in-

adequate heating end severe winter

weather amplified this hospitalisation

shortage.

In addition to this large outship-

ment, more than 52,000 Allied and Ger-

man passengers were transported into

Berlin by the British.

The constant requirement for trans-

portation of administrative personnel

between the U.S. Zone and Berlin re-

sulted in the establishment of sched-

uled passenger flights operated from

Rhein Main Air Force Base. These

flights were started on 16 August 1948

and carried more than 44,000 persons

into and out of Berlin. A daily pas-

senger flight alee was operated from

Wiesbaden Air Base for Airlift of

French personnel* A total of 19,000

inbound and outbound French passengers

were transported.
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Backhaul horn Berlin

The outbound cargo airlifted from
Bar1la averaged approximately 550 tona

daily for the major portion of tha

Airlift. Ihia inoludad manufactured
products auoh aa eleotrioal auppliee,
pharmaoautleal suppliea, machinery,
mail* ampty coal aaoks, vehicles and
poaaaaaioaa of paraonaal transported

from Bar1in aftar tha impoaition of
tha blockade.

As la any type of traaeport, tha

oarriar ia non-productive while stand-

ing idla. Consequently, tha tima re-
quirad to load and unload airoraft
with eargo outbound from Bar1in wee
raflaotad ia a proportional loaa in
delivery of tonnage to Berlin. Al-

though the prime objective waa aupply-
ing the beleaguered city, it waa es-

sential that many itema be airlifted
from Berlin la order to maintain pro-

duction. Shipments ware scheduled

ia suoh a manner as to prevent exoea-
eive delay in airoraft turn-around.

•reparation el Alt Cargo

Continued haadllag of these varied

commodities brought out many salient

points la the processing of eargo for

air shipment* Ranking first was the
standardisatloa of packaging, proper
marking aad weighing, and oontrol of
tare weight.

Delivery of maximum net tonnage waa

inaured by reducing the container
weight, or tare. An illustration of
the importance of this weight saving
can beat be made by showing the ton-
nage savings made possible by prepar-

ing food specially for the Airlift.

The daily requirement for potatoea waa

reduced from 900 tons to 180 tona by
dehydration. Boning meat saved 26

per cent aad sacking cereals reduced

surplus packaging by 25 per cent. The

average tare for food wae reduced to

approximately six per cent, a consider-
able saving when applied to the torn*

nage developed throughout the operation.

to maintain reliable oontrol, it

waa frequently necessary to re-check

the weights of individual paokagea and
ia some eases to weigh leaded trucks

oa platform scales. A graphic example

mm

e) German children departing for Western uerneny.

of the gravity of this problem wae ex-

emplified, during one period, by the

neoeaaity for chocking* re-weighing

and adjusting the oontents of numerous

freight oarloads of ooal, purportedly

containing coal aaoked at 110 pounds.

The over and short weight varia-

tions discovered were so great that

complete oarloads were returned to the

sacking plants for oorrection. With-

out this check it would have been pos-

sible to overload an airoraft as auoh

as 5,000 to 6,000 pounds.

Steps ware taken through the Bipar-

tite Control Office (BICO) to insure

uniformity and accuracy in package

weights. That offioe was provided

with oopies of U.S. TO 00-85-9 and re-

quested to contact the shippers, ac-

quainting them with the items prohi-

bited for air shipment, and advising

proper marking of restricted artidea.
In any future operation, oonduoted

ia a foreign country, the shipper

should be supplied with this Teohnioal

Order translated into the native lang-

uage of that country, to make ita oon-

tenta easily understandable for super-

visory personnel in packaging and

shipping departments. This action is

considered mandatory to insure delivery

of maximum net tonnage and reduce the

possibility of error ia loading which

oould jeopardise flight safety.

Cargo arriving at Airlift baaea re-

ceived a modified documentation. The

traditional red tape, characteristic

of normal cargo transportation, was

eliminated. This was replaced by a
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Heady-line" Rhein Main*

simple but effective prooedure based
on the use of an air manifest. Large

-

soale operations make the streamlining
of paper work essential.

Payload Utilization

A major traffic responsibility was
the assurance of proper payload utili-
sation within safety factors. An air-
craft may put an unlimited number of
hours in the air, but, if not loaded
completely with proper commodities,
the expense of this mode of trans-
portation is excessive. Controlled
volumes of bulky items were scheduled
into selected Airlift bases where a
'"marrying" process was accomplished at
the railhead by the Ground Support
Command units. This load marriage was
the mixing of light, bulky cargo with
heavier, concentrated cargo to produce
a manageable load corresponding to the
weight capacity of the aircraft and
still not exceeding its cubio capacity.

These "married" loads were prear-
ranged on the trucks at the railhead
so that the lighter, more bulky cargo
would come off of the truck last and
be to the rear of the aircraft. This
facilitated accurate compliance with
weight and balance requirements.

To increase the payload of the air-
oraft, all equipment not essential to
the operation of the plane was removed.

The apparently small savings realised

by replacing unnecessary equipment
with cargo, and insuring that every
pound of the allowable load was util-
ised, mounts to very important propor-
tions when applied to the number of

trips accomplished throughout the Air-

lift mission.

S3

As an example, if 100 pounds of
surplus equipment had been carried on
each aircraft, or if they had bean al-
lowed to depart that muoh snort of
what could be carried safely, would
have meant the loss of li,892 tons of
premium transportation during one year
of operation. This saving alone would
have provided enough supplies to sus-
tain the city* s life for three days.

Ground Handling Techniques

A key to successful air transport
lies in the ability of the operating
unit to render effioient ground hand-
ling. The loading and unloading pro-
cess must be accomplished in a minimum
amount of time to effect maximum de-
livery of tonnage.

A considerable reduotion in loading
time developed through the channeling
of uniform cargo into specific bases.
With previous knowledge of oargo
weight, bulk and type of container, the

loading technicians oould plan weight
and balanoe compartmentation, loading
equipment necessary, and tie-down re-
quirements. This also kept the load-
marriage problem, at a minimum.

The loading of an airoraft differs
considerably from the loading of any
other type of transport unit, in that
floor stresses, load distribution by
compartment, and proper tie-down are
the primary factors which determine
whether or not the airoraft is safely
balanced for take-off and landing.

A simple and effioient system for
weight and balanoe control is essent-
ial for safe, mass operation. The
tempo of the Airlift demanded that
weight and balance documentation be
simplified. A plan was developed
wherein a single loading diagram, out-
lining oompartnent - load breakdown and
specifying the total allowable oabln
loads, was posted in a oonspiouous
plaoe within the fuselage of /§aoh air-
craft. This enabled the Jpaders to
effect safe and expeditious,fading.

Loading orew alert and |ruok dis-
patch was reduoed to a simplified sys-
tem. Airoraft returning from Berlin
called in to their home Jgeae when* ap-
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proximately 10 minutes out, giving

the Mechanical oondition of the air-

craft and whether or not it had any
return load on board. This was accom-

plished in a -very short ooded radio

call. Upon receiving this information

of an aircraft's availability for load-

ing and expected arrival time, tot Air

Pores loading teohniolan collected his

manifests, truck and loading crew, and

direoted tat driver to tot petition

where the aircraft was to park.

Several things happened simultan-

eously when the alroraft switches were

eat. The loading doors were swung

open by the flight engineer, the tail

stand was pleoed in position, fueling

trucks pulled up for refueling the

plane* and an airoraft mechanlo met

the crew to eheok on any minor main-

tenance needed. The loading supervi-

sor guided the leaded truek into posi-

tion, halting end blocking the trailer

in time to insure safe elearanee be-

tween the truek and airoraft, and the

leading operations began.

In most eases the loading and un-

loading could be aeoomplished very ef-

fectively by utilising available man-

power. During the early period of the

operation loading crews were oomprised

mainly of DPs (Displaced Persona),, but

later they were replaced by German la-

bor oompanles.
The maximum in offiolenoy was ob-

tained from these labor crews when one

member was selected as a orew leader

end given a very slight increase in

pay over the others. Combined with

this was the institution of competi-

tive programs, with the winning shift

being awarded prises of cigarettes.

etc. All functions of the operation

benefited from this competitive spirit

and it aided in maintaining morale at

a time when every man* s capability was

being taxed to the utmost.

The physical facilities, types ef

loading areas, types of cargo, air-

craft available and the amount ef na-

tive manpower en hand, all regulate

handling techniques and equipment re-

quirements. The Rhein Main unit prac-

ticed the hardetand leading system for

almost the entire duration ef the as-

signed task, due te the tactical lay-

out ef the field.

The difficulty of this system in

connection with expeditious loading

can be seen when it la taken into con-

sideration that approximately tO min-

utes are lest in traveling te and from

the widely dispersed areas te perform

the loading.

A production-line system of loading

on the ramp directly adjacent to the

Traffic Cheek Point and railroad was

effected at Celle, Paasberg, Wunaterf

and other Airlift bases where ramp

facilities permitted, proving ita ef-

fleisney and economy plus providing a

more stringent monitoring of any dif-

ficulties or delays*

loading teams consisted of M-msn
labor crews under the supervision of

an Air Force loading technician. Cargo

weighing less them 280 pounds was or-

dinarily manhandled right into the

aircraft. On some oocasiona it was

oven found more expeditious to load

items up to 400 and 800 pounds by this

manual method. The more heavy and

cumbersome oonstruotion material and

raw materials for Berlin' s eemmeree

56
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and industry required the use of load-

ing aids such as fork lifts and oranes.

The speed attained by the loading
crew* in their handling of sacked

goods was alnost unbelievable, unless

witnessed. In one instance , the Di-

rector of Traffic at Passberg r*n a

speed test to determine how fast a

ship could be loaded by hand. This

test was not prearranged and utilized
only the regular number of loading

crew. In less than six minutes the

10-ton load of coal was aboard the

aircraft, tied down, and doors closed.

Average time for this loading was
approximately 15 minutes, with the

more difficult loads of food and in-

dustrial goods taking 28 to 30 minutes.

Loading times were computed from the

opening of the cargo doors until the

load was tied down and the loading

truck pulled away.

Specialized Loading Equipment

Fork lifts proved very satisfactory

when operated on solid loading ramps,

but during winter and spring months

when mud penetrate! the pieroed steel

planking used on some loading areas,

they lost their maneuverability, im-

posing an operational hazard. High-

lift trucks proved slow due to limited

oapacity, nhish necessitated the posi-

tioning of more than one loading truck

to an aircraft.
Both of these systems increased the

chance of damage to aircraft by load-

ing equipment, for every time a vehicle

approaches there is the possibility of

structural damage to the airoraft.

Therefore, with the reduction of such

approaches a safety factor was insti-

tuted. That was the principal reason

for utilising a loading truck capable

of carrying the total payload of the

aircraft in one trip. The low percen-

tage of damage done by loading equip-

ment to airoraft doors and door sills

is proof of the soundness of this pro-

cedure.
For loading heavy construction ma-

terial and machinery into C-82s, a mo-

bile crane proved invaluable. The

boom of this crane could be lowered to

the horizontal position and the load

driven directly iate the airoraft and

lowered into its correct position, with-

out the wear and tear of sliding or

rolling cargo across the oargo com-

partment flooring. This also allowed

for provision of dunnage under extrem-

ely dense items*
With the arrival of the newer,

large type transports for servioe

tests, a need for a conveyor belt to

assist loading was recognised* The

extreme length of oargo compartments

in these huge air transports, and the

height of their loading doors, make

the use of mechanical loading aids al-

most a necessity. A portable conveyor

belt was used that extended well into

the oargo compartment and speeded the

operation considerably, fine loading

time for 20 tons of coal, 1 using this

system was about 35 minutes, whereas

the manual method took from 46 minutes
to one hour. With the present trend
of air transport turning to even larg-
er aircraft, there will be increasing
need for the further development of
meohanioal loading aids. ;

Cranes help load heavy equipment. e Gonveyer belt* used la ao-tca transports
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Platform loading was discarded af-

ter testing, for it involved consider-

able delay in platform and plane posi-

tioning* Commercial airlines have
considered this system as feasible,but

when a large number of aircraft are to

be loaded continuously the problems
involved prohibit its effective use*

Cargo Tie Down

A satisfactory answer was approach-

ed to the question of what type of

tie-down gear is the most desirable

for the lashing of air freight within

the aircraft. However, this is a

problem on which much additional re-

search is needed, for the variation in

size and type of oargo presents many

difficulties in tie-down. An inten-

sive study was made of the tie-down

equipment utilised on the Airlift,with

every traffio unit experimenting to

develop something new that would be

rugged enough to withstand the heavy

workload imposed upon it.

The Evans tie-down equipment was

standard for USAF aircraft upon their

arrival for duty with the project. But

with the heavy work load, and small

stook of resupply items for the kit on

hand at the Supply depots, the normal

attrition soon rendered unserviceable

much of the equipment available*
A study of the attrition rate of

this equipment proved that it was not

excessive, as had been anticipated, yet

was still so expensive as to make the

change to a more rugged artiole de-

sirable* Life expectancy of the Evans

rod, which is one of the most easily

damaged items of the kit, was estab-

lished at approximately 100 trips.

The laok of adequate supply neces-

sitated the establishing of extensive

tie-down repair and maintenance shops

at each of the traffio installations*

Component parts were salvaged, repair-

ed and re-used.
To appreciate the coat of supplying

this type of gear, the following cost

analysis for just one item in the kit

is presented!
Evans Tie-Down Rod*

Average depreciation (per day) per

group, SS rods.Multiplied by groups in

operation, ITS rods.Por a 30-day month.

5,250 rods. Monthly total, times cost

(1.78 each), 19,345.

The life of one-half inch tie-down

rope which was used with this equip-

ment was also studied and found to

vary considerably* This was aooounted

for mainly in the methods used in

binding the ends so they would not un-

ravel. The most satisfactory system

was to bind the ends with twine and

dip them into aircraft dope* This

prevented fraying, and lengthened the

life of the rope considerably. As an

average, 75 trips were considered the

normal life of the ropei but, as th»

type and quality of the rope employed

varied greatly, this is not oonolusive*

Continuous research was carried on

to determine the most efficient tie-

down procedures and equipment* With

the reserve supply rapidly dwindling,

the web strap tie-down was investigat-

ed. Little was known of this equip-

ment in the military air transport

field, although it had been placed in

use on some oommeroial airlines. Re-

sults of preliminary tests were en-

couraging and a supply was ordered*

Continued use proved that modifica-

tions had to be made on the buckle as-

semblies before this type could be

considered versatile enough for re-

gular use.
Along with the web strap, a iteel

oable tie-down was introduoed for se-

curing high-density cargo, suoh as con-

struction machinery. Aircraft used for

transporting machinery were equipped

Web strap tit-down •o.uiwnsnt was used.
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with this oeble -tie-down, and very

tisfaotory results obtained. Some dif-

fioulty was noted in the design and

the laok ©# elasticity made it unde-

sirable for oargo whioh settled or

paoked down during the vibration en-

countered in flight*
A link ohain tie-down system was

used by the British. Although it was

somewhat cumbersome and heavy it prov-

ed satisfactory, the prinoipal advan-

tage being its durability, whioh elim-

inated the problem of repair and re-

supply. The British also used oargo

nets with some degree of suooess. How-

ever, this method was not suitable for

all types of oargo loads.

Air Drop Test

An experiment in air supply through
free drop was conducted in August 194&
To prove as Conclusively as possible
the advantage or disadvantage of this
type of supply, a wide variety of items
were dropped such as ooal, flour, oan-
nod goods, baby foods and cereals.

Closely observed results of the

drop brought forth the following con-

clusions! Olosely-woTon fabrio is un-

satisfactory, as it provides no elas-

ticity. Fully-packed containers, with

tht exoeption of those containing can-

ned items, should not be air dropped,

as sufficient spaoe must be provided

for expansion of oontents upon impact

and roll. The free space should be

twice the cubage of the item in all

eases exoept oartoniied canned goods*

When double bagging is used, the ends

must be opposite each other and closed

with wire ties.
This experiment was considered a

suooess in that it provod that if the

situation required an air drop supply,

material could be delivered in limited

quantities.

Oreund Safety

Development of safety procedures

and techniques was not left to ohanoe.

The following measures were introduced

on the Airlift, resulting in minimum

damage to aircraft and vehiolest

a. Loading trucks which eould

handle sufficient oargo to load an

aircraft oompletely in one trip were
utilized to reduce the number of ve-
hlcle-to-aireraft approaches. This
item alone reduoed immeasurably the
possibility of loading-equipment dam-
age to aircraft.

b. Wheel blocks were plaoed at a
measured distance from the aircraft to

insure safe clearance between the

truck and aircraft as the vehicle

backed into position for loading.
c. Lighting for night loading, a

very important safety factor, was aug-

mented by the installation of addi-

tional floodlights on ramps, and spot-

lights on vehicles and fork lifts.

In conjunction with these physical

safety precautions, instructions were

given to traffic personnel and truck
drivers to insure caution in -vehicular

operation in the vicinity of aircraft.

These procedures, coupled with close

and competent supervision and monitor-

ing, resulted in an enviable safety

record for such a large-soale opera-

tion in which speedy handling was the

essence.

Summary

The ground handling of cargo on the

Airlift proved the ability of *ir and

Ground elements to work in harmony

while oombiaing their efforts toward ft

common goal— tons to Berlin* In ad-

dition, it emphasised several basis

principles which must be considered in

any future operation* These can be

briefly summed up at* The need for ft

single organisation responsible for

ground supports a mobile traffic or*

ganisatlon, formed into a separate

squadron with appropriate Tahiti ef

Allowances and oorreot Military Occu-

pation Specialty ftasignneatsi the ac-

quisition of warehouse facilities pri-

or to lnoeption of the operation, with

a view to peak requirements} adoption

of standard traffio reporting and doc-

umentation systems! supplying adequate

tie-down equipment of a rugged nature

with simplicity of design! and, after

aoreening the ollmatio conditions and

manpower requirementa, render deoisions

as to the meohanioal loading aide ad-

visable for the project*



MAINTENANCE " USAF
unrelenting high utilization of

USAF airoraft in the round-the-olock,
even-day-a-week operation on the Air-
lift, coupled with the abnormal wear
and strain of the short-haul, maximum-
load take-offs and landings, soon pre-
sented complex maintenance problems
requiring extraordinary solutions. Ad-
ded to the need of assuring a proper
balanoe of speoialited mechanics was
that of obtaining special maintenance
equipment and an adequate flow of re-
placement aircraft parts.

The deoision to replaoe C-47s with
0-54 aircraft as quiokly as possible
imposed the first of the larger main-
tenance problems. Crews had to be
converted and trained in a
period of time for the servicing of
4-engine C-54 aircraft. Special tools
had to be requisitioned and C-54 main-
tenance docks were a necessity.

Earty Situation

Sine* aircraft out of commission
reduced directly the number available
for tht movement of Berlin tonnage, an
additional burden was thereby plaoad

sion, to mot the tonnage target. This
in turn rodueed the available time for
preventive maintenance and contributed
to general deterioration of the fleet.

At a result of increased tonnage
quotas, less and less preventive main-
tenance could be accomplished, with
the result that many airoraft
flown on red diagonals until suoh dis-
crepancies could be corrected at the
tine of scheduled inspections. With
the indoctrination of squadron person-
nel in methods of better maintenance,
the constmotion of maintenance docks,
procurement of sufficient tools, and
the acquisition of additional person-
nel, the general condition of the USAF
aircraft gradually improved without
sacrificing time and, consequently,
operational effioienoy.

It was necessary to spread the
maintenance experience thinly. The
well-trained personnel accompanying

On-the-job training*

the C-54 aircraft to this theater were
assigned to the newly-formed wits in

an attempt to balanoe the general le-
vel of the maintenance expe rienoe. The
personnel to fill the gaps were gener-
ally oapable, but were not thoroughly
qualified C-54 maintenance men and
were not able to adapt themselves im-

mediately to the unusual working con-
ditions which existed. This condition,

along with the return of TDT personnel
to the ZI,presented a serious problem.

On-the-job Training

This situation necessitated a eomp»

rehensiTe on-the-job training program,

using as instructors those qualified
officers and ncn-eommi«sloned techni-
cians available in the squadrons. A
preponderance of Inexperienced person-

nel tonetime doubled and even tripled
the tins required for the most elemen-
tary maintenance operation. angina,

electrioal end hydraulic specialists

were almost 100 per cent on-the-job
training personnel , with the result
that trouble-shooting degenerated to

praotloally a trial-and-error proposi-
tion. A natural elimination of this

problem was accomplished at personnel

became familiur with maintenance as-
pects of the C-54.

Even with qualified personnel to
perform maintenanoe function a, the
laok of special tools and allied e-
quipnent was critical. The laok of
washing and cleaning facilities, and
the consequent filthy condition of the

aircraxt carrying coal and flour caus-

ed morale and maintenance problems in-

cident to working on suoh airoraft.
The cleaning of lending gear struts
and other parts after each flight was
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ourtailed by the laok of rags and
proper olwaning agents.

Maintenance of aircraft records, an
extremely vital part of the aircraft
maintenance, wt made difficult by the
shortage of administrative personnel
and trained supervisors. The concur-
rent result was that many aircraft
oomponent parts were changed and un-
necessary work accomplished, charge-
able to incomplete and inaoourate his-
torical reports of the aircraft in-
volved.

Maintenance Control

In October 1948, when C-54 aircraft
were being used exoluai-vely, it was
realised that a command-wide Mainten-
ance Control system, dealing with air-
craft assignment, inspection schedul-
ing, and aircraft status was of utmost
importance. Plans by this time called
for a fleet strength of 225 C-64 air-
eraft on the Airlift. A maintenance
control was established, giving 24-

hour-a-day coverage at Combined air-
lift Task Foroe Headquarters, and 'the

Croup and Squadron le-vels of the DSaF.
This system provided for reporting

on an hourly basis to Headquarters and
on a status change basis at Croup
and Squadron levels. These control
boards were duplicated at eaoh command
level, with the master control board
at Headquarters portraying condition of
the entire fleet at a glance.

A color scheme, universal for all
command levels, was adopted to indi-
cate status of aircraft undergoing
maintenance. At this time, CALTF Form
No. 10 was devised, which provided a
complete historical reoord of each
USAF aircraft, and furnished necessary
detailed information for comparative
studies between groups and squadrons.

CALTF Maintenance Control Board.

Headquarters Maintenance Control
was oharged with responsibility for
the intricate scheduling of all air-
craft to USAF Air Depot at Burtonwood,
England, for 200-hour inspections and
to the United States for 1,000-hour
cycle reoonditioning. In addition.
Maintenance Control obtained informa-
tion on many problems that were bound
to oocur in the groups, and expedited
coordination with other divisions in
Airlift Headquarters, USAFB Headquart-
ers, and Erding and Burtonwood depots*

Inspections

During September, October, Wovenber
and a part of Deoember 1948, 200-hour
inspections were performed at the
USAFE Air Depot at Oberpfaffenhofen.
On IS November 1948, when the perfor-
mance of these inspections was trans-
ferred to Burtonwood, the Airlift was
generating sufficient flying hours to
require seven 200-hour inspections per
day. This was established as a mis-
sion for Burtonwood. During November,
December, and January, Burtonwood was
not able to accomplish this require-
ment, and it became necessary to per-
form those inspections at the operat-
ing bases, without sufficient person-
nel and equipment to do required work.

During this period, the condition
of the entire fleet again deteriorated
considerably. It was not until March
that Burtonwood was able to accomplish
six inspections daily, and then the
output increased to eight during April
and May. By 15 April, 10 months after
the start of the operation, Burtonwood
could perform the required number of
inspections, eliminating the need of
200-hour inspections at the operating

200-hour inspeotiai
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Burtonweed Operations

Originally it was planned to con-
duot all aircraft maintenance inspec-
tion in accordance with Technical Or-
der 01 -40-NM-6, whloh was designed
primarily for a long-haul type opera-

tion with a minimum of landings. As
early as December, it was realized that
a 100-hour type inspection, in accor-
dance with Teohnioal Order 00-20-A,was
more efficient for tiiis particular op-
eration, hut since Burtonwood had been
established to provide 200-hour in-
spections, the pattern was not changed.
Instead of changing the entire system,
the seoond intermediate inspection
(comparable to the 100-hour inspection)
was augmented to take care of the ad-
ditional work items necessitated by
the Airlift short-hour type operation.
These items consisted primarily of oil
change, spark plug change and brake
inspection.

Performing 200-hour inspections at
Burtonwood made it difficult to fix
responsibility for certain maintenance
functions between the operating agenoy
and the supporting agency. Suoh in-
spections normally are an organiza-
tional funotion and should be perform-
ed by the operating agenoy, with only
field maintenance or maintenance of a
higher echelon performed by a support-

ing agenoy.
Inspections at Burtonwood were ex-

pensive to the over-all mission. The

requirement of eight inspections daily
involved ferrying eight aircraft to

and a like number away from Burtonwood
each day, as well as maintaining a
baoklog of aircraft to assure an un-
interrupted flow of production-line
operations* The flying time for ferry-
ing aircraft to and from Burtonwood
averaged 1.680 hours per month*

1000-Hour Reconditioning

Slnoe the number of available C-54

airoraft in the USAF was limited, and
new C-54s were not being produced, it
was imperative not only that airoraft
should be kept in safe operating oon-
dition, but that they be oon served. To
accomplish this it was decided by Head-

quarters, USAF, to return all C-54s to

the ZI for oyole reconditioning for
each 1,000 hours flown* This proved
of inestimable value in maintaining
the fleet in good operational con-
dition, and was one of the major assets
in performing the mission*

Difficulties which arose at the be-

ginning of the procedure resulted from
failure to authorize oontraotors to do

all required work, but by mid-February

this situation hnd been remedied* In-

termediate inspections were performed
at 50-hour intervals, in aocordanoe

with Technical Order 01-40-NM-6, the
first and third intermediate inspec-

tions being essentially the 50-hour

inspeotion oovered by TO-00-20-A.

Aircraft Utilization

An aircraft utilization of eight to
ten hours a day per assigned aircraft
required a maintenance schedule of 24
hours a day, seven days a week. Per-
sonnel shift-scheduling, and partic-
ularly supervision, became important
since work was oompleted usually by
orews other than those which had start-

ed the maintenance operation* Lack of
effioienoy of swing and graveyard
shifts had to be compensated for by ad-

ditional personnel, best possible
lighting facilities, equipment and
supervision.

As maintenanee facilities beoame
available, and quality of the meohanic
personnel improved, the USAF units on
the Airlift attained a utilization of
almost 10 hours a day per airoraft.

Unscheduled Maintenance

It was determined by 1 November

1948 that the percentage of airoraft

in unscheduled maintenance was entire-
ly too great. This oondition was
caused primarily by the inability of
squadrons to perform first - class
scheduled preventive maintenance* This
condition was aggravated by the type
of work required to perform the mis-
sion. A ooncerted drive was made to
improve the scheduled preventive main-
tenance by utilizing training equip-
ment, improved lighting and closer in-

speotion. Improvement was indicated
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by March 1949, and during April and
May mechanical breakdowns decreased to
nearly normal expectations.

Engine Failure Factors

To pre -vent delayed take-offa, an
unusual condition arose involving ex-
cessive engine ground time. There
were often from five to nine aircraft
waiting take-off at the end of the
runways, and statistics show that the
ground idling time averaged approxima-
tely SO minutes per trip. Excessive
ground time increased the maintenance
work load by subjecting seals, gas-
kets and ignition wiring to excessive
heating which resulted in their deter-
ioration and breakdown. Conditions
were improved through the change in

procedures of scheduling aircraft from
hardstands to take-off position.

Ekoessive ground time contributed
to engine failures, as did the nature
of the short-haul operation, which re-
quired the use of high manifold pres-
sure and r.p.m. a much greater percen-
tage of time than in a normal C-54 op-
eration.

The use of hot-running LS 88 spark
nlugs did much to prevent fouled plugs
resulting from high engine ground time.

However, these plugs caused consider-
able damage in the cylinder combustion

chambers due to incipient detonation
in take-off and climb power, resulting
in piston erosion and ultimately in

complete engine failure.
Reports show that of all the engine

failures, approximately 35 per cent
were due to combustion chamber fail-
ures. The large percentage of combus-
tion chamber failures indicated that a
cooler-running plug should be used.
The Teohxiioal Order covering the use
of spark plugs in R- 2000 engines list-
ed the LS-88 spark plug as the No. 1

choice, and it was necessary to obtain
authority to use a cooler-running plug,
such as the 3B 19-H2 or LS 86.

Approximately 19 per cent of engine
failures were due to hydraulicing, and
it is believed the primary cause was
failure of both flight personnel and
maintenance personnel to pull propel-
lers through before starting the en-

gines. This was particularly true in

the Berlin area, where insufficient

personnel were available to pull pro-

pellers through after the aircraft had

been unloaded. When statistics be-
came available and attributed 54 per
cent of all engine failures to these
conditions, a oorreotive campaign was
instituted.

Engine Shortages

In the early phases of the Airlift

there was a critical shortage of both

R 2000-9 and R 2000-11 engines. The

situation was so acute for a time that

it was necessary to install both ft

2000-9 and R 2000-11 engines on the

same aircraft. By March 1949, the

availability of replacement engines

permitted engine conditioning.

• R-2000 engine buildup*

During Mo-v ember,December and Janu -

ary it was impossible to change all

engines that indicated below standard

cylinder compression, due to the shor-

tage of engines and oylinders. Stand-

ards, of neoessity, were lowered. This

caused a relatively large number of

complete engine failures which could

have been avoided by changing cylin-

ders at the standard compression re-

quirements. While the consumption

rate of engines near the end of the

Airlift did not change materially, a

large percentage of engines removed

could be overhauled at minimum cost. A

comparative study of engine failures.
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by bases, was maintained to keep com-
manders advised of the reasons for
failures.

Planned Logistics

The engine tear-down reports from

Air Materiel Command did not reach the

using agency quiokly enough to allow
immediate use of the data, bnt they

were instrumental in correcting mal-

praotices, once they were received.

Maintenance and supply support for

any aircraft operation is one of the

most involved problems confronting a

planning organisation. It is possible

to operate a number of transport air-
craft on a mission for approximately
100 hours with essentially no support.

Such an operation could be completed

in eight to ten days. If the mission
extends beyond 100 flying hours, or

ten days of operation, however, ade-

quate maintenance and supply support

becomes imperative.
The number of C-54 airoraft assign-

ed to the Berlin Airlift was increased
to 160 before adequate support was a-

vailable for more than 50. When it

became apparent that this would be a

sustained operation, the number of as-

signed aircraft was increased to 225,

although support was available for

approximately 100. During the months

of January and February 1949, it was
calculated that the same tonnage could

have been hauled with 50 less aircraft

than the number assigned, since, lack-

ing proper support, a large number
were grounded for parts and mainten*
ance. By March, however, support Im-

proved, and during April and May it

was well-balanoed, based upon the as-

signed airoraft, and reflected in the

higher aircraft utilisation. Equip-
ment requirements, personnel training

requirements, and better knowledge of

high-mortality parts requirements
should be given a high priority in im-

proving maintenance support.

Varied Cargo

Varied types of cargo carried by
the Airlift brought new maintenance
problems. Concentrated loads, such as

machinery and other heavy objects hav-

ing small bearing surfaces, stressed

the need for improving the C-54 floor-

ing. Since this airplane was designed

prin&rily for passenger carrying, the

floor was unsuitable for heavy-duty

work. The replacement of flooring and

repairing floor beams required many

manhours of maintenance.

Early in the Airlift operation it

was found that coal dust and flour

sifted through the floor into the low-

er baggage compartment. Both types of

dust cause an unusual maintenance pro-

blem since they are difficult to re-

move. coal dust has an abrasive ef-

fect on control cables, and causes

corrosion on electrical contacts, par-

ticularly in cannon plugs on the radio

wiring. Tests were made in sealing

the floor to eliminate this condition.

While results were favorable, there

still exists a problem to be solved.

Short Haul Effects

Reference has been made to oertain

effects that a short haul has on en-

gine lift, but other aspects of air-

craft maintenance must be considered.

Early in the operation of the Airlift

it was found that the consumption of

tires, when compared to normal hours

flown, was extremely high. A landing

was made for approximately each 80

minutes flown, and 50 par cent of the

landings were made with a gross weight

of approximately 68,000 lbs., imwh

higher than the normal allowable land-

ing gross weight.
Tire consumption was not only ab-

normally high, but alto the consump-

tion of brake disos and other brake

parts. Naturally, this high rate of

consumption for the hours flown was

refleoted in the maintenanoe effort

required, since brakes must be repair-

ed, assembled and installed, tirta

mounted on wheels, and general landing

gear inspections must be more thorough.

The C-54 landing gear withstood the

grueling treatment muoh better than

anticipated. Airlift experience, ao-

oordingly, indicate that for emergeiry-

type operations the landing gross

oould be inoreased.
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During the long hours of winter

darkness and 24-hour operations, it

was found that maintenance on landing

light mechanisms and other lighting

was greater than that of any previous

operation. The consumption of landing

lights during the winter months hecame

critical. The wear on the retracting

mechanism called for frequent replace-

ment of farts and much closer inspec-

tion. Changing of crankcase oil and

cleaning of propeller domes after 100

hours of operation became necessary to

eliminate severe sludging. This con-

dition was caused by operating engines

in climb power for an unusual high

percentage of time. Consumption of

starters was 100 per cent greater -than

that for normal operation.

Personnel Balance

Considarable maintenance experience

has been gained in the operation of

C-54 airoraft as well as other trans-

port type aircraft since «ie beginning

of World War II. Much experience came

from the Hump operation, and from the

transport operations in the Atlantic

and Paoific areas. By the end of the

war, balanced MOS requirements had

been compiled and made a part of -the

personnel requirements for C-54 air-

craft maintenance, based on aircraft

utilization. These requirements have

made it possible to supply the proper

balance of personnel for any planned

aircraft utilization up to the point

of diminishing return.

A utilization of eight hours per

day per assigned aircraft -?»as the im-

mediate goal, with a planned goal of

10, or even more, hours per day. Per-

sonnel requirements by respective

were submitted per assigned aircraft.

This requirement amounted to a total

of 15 maintenance family-group person-

nel per assigned aircraft if 200-hour

inspections were performed away from

the operating bases, and 19 maintenance

family group personnel if all organi-

zational maintenance was to be perfor-

med at operating bases. During the

first few months of 1949, a comprehen-

sive study by a manpower board from

Washington and USAFE found the require

ment sound in every respect.

Maintenance Training

During the first six months of the

Airlift operation, maintenance person-

nel were insufficient in number, aver-

aging approximately eight men per as-

signed aircraft, except for ttie two

Navy Squadrons which were manned at a

rate of one and one-half enlisted men

to one in the Air Force units. It was

necessary to employ and assign 50 Ger-

man mechanics to each squadron, later

this was increased to 85 in the TJBAF

squadrons. Since the German mechanics

were not experienced with this type

aircraft, an extensive training pro-

gram was started*

Schooling these German Nationals

became one of the important training

projects in the Task Force. With the

language barrier as ttie first diffi -

culty, a translation section was or-

ganized and work began upon the trans-

lation of the required training liter-

ature for the initial courses. This

translation was extended and eventual-

ly material was translated for the

Ground Training School, for courses

utilizing the Mobile Training Unit, and

various technical references such as

the C-54 Technioal Order, Maintenance

Handbook, and AN -1-40NM-2. This was

not a complete solution to the lan-

guage problem, however, since super-

visory personnel had to be maintenance

personnel oapable of speaking German.

This required at least one German-

speaking, qualified maintenance offi-

cer to the squadron rho selected and

trained competent German supervisory

personnel. Eventually, as they ac-

quired proper eixperience, bilingual

Germans were utilized in many key po-

sitions, thus reducing the load on the

German-speaking maintenance officers.

The use of German personnel in the

maintenance field is considered prac-

tical, and was of major assistance.

During January, February, and Karoh,

as Air Force temporary duty mainten-

ance personnel were returned to "the Z\

it was found that the replacements
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were not adequately trained on C-54
aircraft. Consequently a training
program was necessary.

Work-Dock Problems

During the operations, four work-
dook fires completely or partially de-
stroyed the airoraft undergoing main-
tenance. In each case the dooks were
constructed of wood, on dirt founda-
tions, with improvised lighting, since
vapor-proof cords and bulbs were unob-
tainable. Generally they were in un-
safe condition. Plans called for re-
placement with masonry docks on con-
crete floors when the phase-out began.

Portable steel work docks with ade-
quate fire-fighting equipment, vapor-
proof lighting and adequate heating,
should be considered for the mainten-
ance of any larger type of transport
aircraft. Sufficient testing equip-
ment for various components should be
made a part of the squadron* s author-
ized equipment, based on -the type of
aircraft being used. Consideration
should be given to the design of port-
able washing equipment and protected
washing facilities which will permit
cleaning during winter months.

Field Maintenance Support

Due to the high aircraft utiliza-
tion, it became apparent during the
early stages of the operation that
base shops were inadequately manned
and equipped to perform sufficiently
the heavy maintenance required. Sinoe
the squadrons were faced with a shor-
tage of personnel and equipment, the
work load imposed on -the base shops by
increased flying hours grew steadily.

Two of the major problems confront-
ing the base shops were fuel tank
leaks and nose gear repairs on C-54
aircraft. Nose gear failures were
oaused through faulty pilot operating
technique, the towing of aircraft by
inexperienced maintenance personnel
and, in a few instances, by materiel
failure. As a general rule, when nose
gear work was necessary, major repair
had to be performed.

Fuel tank leaks, one of the most
frequent repairs, usually resulted

# Permanent C-54 maintenance dook*

from flying in turbulent weather. How-
ever,many leaks probably resulted from
hard landings and high gross weight.

These two items of repair, in addi-
tion to normal field maintenance sup-

port, resulted in a high backlog and,

due to the shortage of personnel, many
flying hours were lost.

Stripping Aircraft

At the request of the Task Force, a

project was instituted at the Burton-

wood Air Depot to increase "the payload

of the C-54 by reweighing and stripping

unnecessary equipment and fixtures.

Three models of C.54 aircraft were
selected from operating bases for the
experiment, performed in April. It was
found that by re-weighing the aircraft,

an average of 300 pounds payload was
gained, and the amount of weight sav-
ed by stripping averaged 2,200 pounds
per airoraft, thus increasing the pay-
load of each airoraft approximately
2,500 pounds.Following the experiment,
the aircraft were flown on regular op-
erations on the Airlift. It was deter-
mined that the flying characteristics
were unohanged by the modification, and
further, that maintenance was less com-
plicated beoause of reduotion in the
amount of equipment needing servioing*

Turn-Around Maintenance

At the receiving end of the Berlin
Airlift — Tegel, Tempelhof and G fttow
airdromes —no servicing nor scheduled

maintenance were required. This does

not mean that mechanical breakdown did

not occur. Experience shows that me-
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Maintenance statistios are valuable

management tools in that, if properly

set up and maintained, they serve to

spot unsatisfactory conditions and

trends as they develop.Graphic charts

and permanent statistical ™e°r«
should he initiated at the ewrliff*

possible date after an operation begins.

MAINTENANCE-RAF

Temporary maintenance qoojc.

chanioal troubles will occur at any

Point where aircraft are landing regu-

larly. At eaoh terminal an alert crew

cleared the emergency difficulties re-

ported by the pilot. The major empha-

sis at Borlin was to get an airplane

off the field and back to its base as

quickly as possible. This meant there

should be no delay in making "Pairs -

Berlin maintenance was plague d with

the shortage of parts,
.

««uip«nt and

specialized prrsonnel. Since 3-engone

take-offs were authorized at Tegel and

Gatow, this tended to rel ieve the pro-

blems at those stations. However, at

Temoelhof ,
3-engine take-offs were not

remitted, due to obstructions around

the field, and it was necessary to

Perform engine changes and other en-

gine repairs before take-off could be

accomplished. In many instances, this

required a delay while a part or an

engine was being airlifted from the

home base or some other supply point.

It is important to have experienced

mechanics, men with the broadest pos-

sible knowledge, to handle trouble-

shooting at the terminal point, and to

devise means by whioh a crippled air-

craft oan return safely to its base.

Statistical Reports

At the start of the Airlift, and

for the first few months of operation,

a minimum of maintenance statistics

oould be compiled and utilited. It

was not until the fifth month of oper-

ation that adequate reporting facil-

ities could be provided to maintain

accurate statistics.

Basic Decisions

The difficulties facing the Royal

Air Force technical organisation in

solution of the problem of keeping an

adequate amber of aircraft service-

able for the Airlift were made worse

by the intensity of the operation,

ooupled with shortages of personnel and

inadequate accommodations in Germany.

In the early days, when the opera-

tion was expected to last only a few

weeks, it was decided that all base

and terminal inspections would be car-

ried out in the United Kingdom, and

that the maintenance in Germany would

be limited to first-line, or daily

servicing, and to minor repair work.

This decision was made to avoid trans-

ferring all the second and third line

maintenance personnel from England. As

the operation developed into a long-

term project, no Chang* was made in

the earlier decision, and the base

maintenance continued to be carried

out in the United Kingdom.

The loss of productive flying hours

involved by this decision was more

than outweighed by the faot that air-

oraft lying to and from the United

Kingdom for inspection provided essen-

tial airlift for personnel, spares and

equipment that otherwise would have

necessitated special flights.

Maintenance Organization

The base and terminal ^P^1™*

were carried out by ^e personnel al-

ready available at the Transport Com-

mand" stations in the United Kingdom.

A maintenance detachment also was sent

with original Dakota and York mits

assigned to Airlift duty in Germany.
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The personnel of this maintenance
detachment were split into two sec-
tions whose functions were to perform
daily, or first-line maintenance, and
repair outside the scope of the daily
maintenance sections*

Experience has shown in an opera-
tion of the nature of "Plainfare" that
the first-line maintenance section
worked better on a decentralised basis
for the following reasons!

a. Owing to the considerable area

oocupied by a large number of heavy
aircraft, personnel operating from one
central point wasted considerable time

walking to end from aircraft. The time
wasted by this means often represented
a high proportion of manhours available.

b. The non-oommissioned officers

of various trades were unable to ex-

ercise effeotive supervision, since the

men under their oontrol were spread

over the whole marshaling area*

o* The ground equipment became

dispersed over the entire marshaling
area, and considerable time was lost
by airmen searching for equipment.

In view of these disadvantages of
oentralised maintenance, it was decided
to sub-divide the first-line mainten-
ance section into flights under over-
all centralised oontrol. With due re-
gard to manpower economy, it was de-
cided that 12 to 15 multi-engined air-
oraft was the optimum number that
could be handled by each flight.

Inspection Cycles

At the commencement of the Airlift
the periodio inspection cycle of air-
craft was extended from 50 to 75 hours
between alternate terminal and base
inspections. In the light of exper-
ience acquired during the first few
months, it was decided to stop terminal
inspection altogether and to carry out
base inspections every 100 hours.

During the winter an investigation
was carried out to determine the re-
lationship between individual defects
and the time at which they ooourred.
This investigation showed that the
rate of arisings was barely altered by
the periodio inspection in the major-
ity of cases, and that only certain

classes of airframe and engine defect
rates appeared to be reduced by per-
iodio servicing. Therefore, it was de-
oided in June 1949 to extend the per-
iod between base inspections from 100
to 150 hours. Although insufficient
experience was obtained, it appeared
unlikely that the defect rates would
increase materially*

Technical Control

An operation of this nature neces-
sitated matohlng serviceable airoraft
with loads and air crews more or less
continuously. It was essential for a
oontrol unit to be available, supplied
with up-to-the-minute information on
the progress of aircraft servicing*
This oontrol point, the Technioal Con-
trol Section, was a vital link in the
station operational organisation.

The funotions of this section cor-
responded almost exactly to those of
Operations Control. It acted as the
nerve oenter for control I ing and prog-
ressing maintenance work continuously.

The work of the section commenced
as an aircraft returned from a trip.
The aircraft oalled up some 30 miles
from base and reported its service-
ability state. The Technioal Control
Section then took over the responsi-
bility for progressing any required
servicing of the aircraft, including
refueling, minor maintenance and rou-
tine servioing. This system insured
that an aircraft was made ready to fly
at the earliest possible moment*

Technical Control was able to ad-
vise Load Control of the details of
availability of aircraft for loading;
of aircraft requiring more than normal
turn-around maintenance, thus provid-
ing time for awkward loads; and of air-
craft which for servioing reasons
could not be loaded.

In the event of there being insuf-
ficient airoraft for any given wave*
40 minutes before the first take-off
the Technioal Control Section passed
forward the numbers of those airoraft
likely to become serviceable during
the ensuing half-hour, in order that
air crews could be briefed and carry-
out their pre-flight checks while ser-
vicing was being oompleted.
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PRODUCTION CONTROL-USA

F

The emphasis ih planning, as the

flying and ground operations became

routine, was shifted to increase the

tonnage flown while using the same

facilities. The basio concept was es-

tablished that ground time delay is

lost time, and that a dispatching plan

must assure aircraft taking off pron|i>

ly when loaded and otherwise ready. It

became necessary to cut corners and

speed up production in every depart-

ment. A staff agency, non-existent in

ttie typical organisation of a military

unit, was needed to coordinate and ex-

pedite all ground activities concerned

with the turn-around of the aircraft.

The functions of such an agency

were defined and established under a

staff section designated as Produc-

tion Control" at the Task Force Head-

quarters, to monitor over-all opera-

tional efficiency, conduot analytical

studies of performance, and take ac-

tion to reduoe aircraft ground time.

Production Control officers were then

appointed at each operating USAF base.

Production Control at Bases

To maintain maximum effioienoy at

the bases, it was neoessary for the

Production Control officer to phase

ttie activities of traffio.maintenanoe,

servicing, crew scheduling and traffic

oontrol. Planning was aimed to avoid

lost motion in the ground handling of

the operational aircraft, since air-

oraft ground time meant lost tonnage

in the accomplishment of the mission.

The Production Control officer on

each base reported directly to the

unit Commander, and his section was

manned ror 24-nour coverage. The seo-

tion was physically located in a cen-

tral Control Room. Direct connection

was maintained by telephone and inter-

com with all the ground handling agen-

cies at the base, with Air Traffio

Control and with the Chief of Opera-

tions at the Task Force Headquarters.

The Production Control officer on duty

was given complete authority to moni-

tor and expedite all activities per-

taining to aircraft turn-around.

A ramp expediter was placed on the

flight line at each base, working di-

rectly under the Production Control

officer. He was mounted in a jeep,

equipped with two-way radio so that he

could report on-the-spot ramp activ-

ities immediately to the Control Room.

In that way, the expediter was able to

avoid many unnecessary and costly de-

lays. His reports enabled the Produc-

tion Control officer on duty to olear

up immediately the situation involving

any one or all of the responsible ac-

tivities such as Traffic, Maintenance

and Operations. Such olose oontrol

over the ramp activity resulted in

much valuable time being saved.

Status call-in procedures were es-

tablished, requiring inooming pilots

to report, from 8 point 10 or 15 min-

utes out, both the mechanical and load

status of the airoraft. This informa-

tion, relayed to maintenance, traffic

and airoraft servicing units, alerted

them to provide prompt and adequate

facilities upon arrival of airoraft.

Thus, aircraft returning to their

home bases with loads from Berlin were

"positive" and were met with unloading

truoks; those carrying no loads were

"negative" and were met promptly with

loading trucks. When an aircraft was

reported "negative" as to maintenance

status, personnel were dispatched to

meet the airoraft with adequate tools

and supplies to perform turn-around

maintenance.
If major maintenance was required,

the call-in system provided Traffio

with notification of availability of

the aircraft, and sened also as a means

of coordinating with the alert crews

to park the airoraft in speoific areas

apart from the active turn-around areas.

The aircraft status and control

boards, maintained in the oentral Con-

trol Room, provided a constant check

on the location and status of eaoh

airoraft. For all aircraft out for
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maintenance, ET IC s (Estimated T iroe in
Conmission) were posted. Using these
estimates, Control Room personnel
alerted loading, servicing and crews
to expedite the movement of aircraft
from maintenance baok into the traffic
flow.

Liaison

Constant liaison with Operations at
Headquarters, CALTF, and the Air Traf-
fic Control centers was maintained in
the central control room to coordinate
block dispatches, weather trends and
flight interval changes. Close coor-
dination with these agencies was es-
sential in minimising delays and lost
time. In many cases, additional de-
parture intervals were obtained by
alert control personnel, enabling the
dispatch of aircraft which would or-
dinarily have missed a block and wait-
ed until the nert one opened*

Since the untimely assignment and
dispatch of crew personnel tended to
nullify the efficiency of other agen-
cies, close coordination was necessary
to avoid crew delays. To maintain un-
broken continuity in aircraft movement
during orew shift ohanges and the dis-
patch of aircraft coming out of major
and minor maintenance, it was necessary
to work closely with crew assignment
agencies.

Reports

Two standard reports were developed
and used by Production Control for

The diagram at the right
reflects the "Call-in" oro-
cedure adopted by Production
Control. This system enabled
advance preparation by the

sections involved in ground-
handling, servicing and
maintenance*

SOD. OPS.

submission by operational units to
Headquarters, CALTF.

One report was the "Operational
Difficulties Statement," which provid-
ed a means for field units to report
to Headquarters all difficulties of a

nature requiring action at Headquart-
ers level* This enabled Staff Divi-
sions to be familiar constantly with
field problems as direotly affecting
tonnage performance. It also provided
a daily means of explaining causes for

falling short of tonnage commitments.
The other was a "Production Control

Summary Statement," submitted daily
to Headquarters, CALTF which summar-
ised delays and time lost in loading,
unloading, servicing, traffio control
dispatoh,AOCP items and aborted trips,

with cause faotors for each. These
reported faotors provided material for
a study of loss trends to initiate

corrective action.
This central control agency, pri-

marily ooncerned with efficiency in

the ground handling of aircraft, was
highly successful in the Airlift oper-
ation. The effectiveness of individu-
al ground handling agencies is greatly
diminished, with resultant efficiency

loss in the entire operation, if they
are not tied together in unbroken con-

tinuity by suoh an agency. Activity
of this type could be adapted to any

tactioal air operation. The coordina-
ting and expediting function is not a

new concept, but application to accel-

erated and sustained requirements of
the Berlin Airlift proved its value.

AIRCRAFT tO MIN. OUT

RADIO MAINT. MAINTENANCE 6AS LOADING
TECHNICIAN
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SUPPLY - U S A F

The high utilization of C-54 air-
craft, on a 24-hour daily schedule —
the Task Force concept of operation —
inanediately created a tremendous de-
mand for parts and supplies. Organ-
izations arriving in the Theater had
been alerted tc bring as many spare
parts as load limits would permit,
inasmuch as there were no C-54 parts
stocked in Europe at the beginning
of the airlift except a small amount
for the Military Air Transport Service
turn-around at Rhein Main.

Supply Table 2 for C-54 aircraft
was the only source of consumption
data for establishing C-54 parts leveL
Available utilization experience ta-
bles were worthless as a guide to Air-
lift consumption and every means was
used -co get parts until enough could
be obtained to permit orderly supply
procedures.

Slock Levels

The C-54 was designed in 1933 pri-

marily as a passenger airplane for use

on long flights. The existing supply
tables had been derived from military
use of C-54s in long-range operation
with infrequent landings and take-offs.

Consequently, many of the supplies

brought over by the squadrons were

rapidly consumed and items that should

normally be repairable became unrepair-

able. Meantime, additional C-54 air-

craft were assigned, making the supply

of spare parts more critical. This

situation demanded long-term planning

and contractor procurement of both

equipment and spare parts, including

the developing of adequate Tables of

Organization and Equipment.

Coal and flour dust infiltrating
into instruments, control cables and

electrical panels caused previously
unencountered maintenance and supply
problems* In order to determine sup-

ply levels of items affected by these

conditions, recurring aircraft-out-of-
commission-for-parts (AOCP) lists and
lists of consumption data from the op-
erating groups were screened and used

as a basis for future demand. From

this data a list of essential parts
for airlift operation was established,

based on a squadron with an allocation

of 12 C-54 aircraft.
"Enough new engines were received

from the United States, but service-

able accessories were not available,

necessitating change of accessories

from old to new engines in the field.

This short supply of accessories re-

sulted in a high AOCP condition. If

engines had been completely built up

in depots in the Halted States and

shipped complete, this critical condi-

tion might have been avoided.

Non • Standard Equipment

Although the aircraft used weie all

of the same type, they were of differ-
ent series and with non-standard items

of equipment installed. One example

was the use of the two different en-
gines, R-2000-9 and R-2000-11. Wind-

shield wipers were not interchangeable.

One type of wiper operated both blades

from a single motor and another type

actuated each blade from an individual

motor. Flight instruments were both

electrical and vacuum types.

Specialized Depot

Tables of Organization and Equip-

ment for a Troop Carrier Squadron

proved quite inadequate for the Air-

lift, particularly for much of the

heavy and technical equipment. This

required the submission of justified

supplementary tables to higher eche-

lons of command for approval.
A specialized depot was required to

furnish items peculiar to the type of
aircraft in use. Due to limited stor-
age space at other stations, such a
depot was set up at Rhein Main Air
Force Base, This depot stocked all

items peculiar to the C-54 aircraft

and the Pratt & Whitney R-2000-9 and

R-2000-11 aircraft engines. The com-

mon items of aircraft supply were

stocked at Erding Air Force Depot.

Since this specialized depot was

essential, it should have had author-

ity to requisition replacement items
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directly from Air Materiel Command in

the United States. Such requisitions

should have had top priority handling

and A-l air freight priority to insure

the fastest possible delivery.

Specialized Depot

The simultaneous arrival of operat-

ing units* personnel and supplies

oaused some confusion, and new supply

accounts could not be established im-

mediately. It was necessary to stock-

pile supplies in hangars, as the tempo

of the operation did not permit proper

warehousing and binning prior to issue.

Arrival of many items of supply and

equipment without accompanying paper

work, plus subsequent issue before an

accounting system had been established,

resulted in the need for a larger in-

ventory section to accomplish adjust-

ment and readjustment of records as

they became complete and current.

In many cases, equipment was pressed

into service and mixed with recorded
property, thereby making inventory of

property very difficult and wasting

many manhours in research to determine

if stock records were accurate.

The task of identifying, sorting,

inventorying and binning all items

while necessary issues were being made

greatly complicated supply procedures.

When shipping tickets were processed,

it was impossible to make a count of

actual property received. Delays in

processing paper work necessitated ad-

justing and readjusting stock records

until binning and routine procedures

in processing vouchers were establish-

ed. Processing of vouchers was accom-

plished, in some instances, as long as

a month after issues were receipted.

Cannlbalizarlon

Cannibal! zation of aircraft under-
going inspections or heavy maintenance
was necessary to keep the maximum num-

ber of aircraft operational. This im-

posed additional work loads on the

maintenance sections and resulted in

excessive time required to perform a

maintenance repair. When aircraft
were damaged beyond repair, immediate
salvage of parts was mandatory. At

Tempelhof it was necessary to estab-

lish a salvage facility in order to

speed the return of parts to the oper-

ating bases in the Western zones.

Besides cannibal i zati on, ingenuity

kept many Airlift aircraft operational.

During one period, starters were very

critical and could not be supplied at

the Berlin turn-around point. When-

ever a starter was out, bungee cord

was used to start the engine.

Personnel

All installations ana? units were

handicapped by a critical shortage of

trained supply personnel, particularly

those schooled in technical services

supply procedures. The assignment of

temporary duty personnel to fill va-

cancies resulted in a loss of trained

personnel almost as rapidly as they

became familiar with their duties and

responsibilities. The attempt to rec-

tify this personnel problem by perman-

ent change of .station of temporary du-

ty personnel was unsatisfactory from a

morale viewpoint.
Permanently assigned personnel were

slow to arrive and many vrere untrained

or partially trained in their duty

assignments. An on-the-job training

program was established, but resultant

delays and errors in supply procedures

caused by a "learn-by-doing" program

were expensive in money and time.

These expedients forced a burden on the

already inadequate trained personnel.

In the final analysis, permanently

assigned and well-trained supply per-

sonnel would eliminate the need for

Mew C-5A engines arrive by air.
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time-consuming training, and channel

the skill, experience and effort of

key personnel ir-to productive supply

funotions. Trained supply technicians

in adequate numbers would produce a

smoothly operating section capable of

producing the desired item at the re-

quired time and place, without re-

sorting to emergency procedures.

Clothing

Temporary duty personnel arrived in

Europe for Airlift duty with sufficient

clothing for only 90 days. Many men

who arrived by air were limited to 45

or 65 pounds of baggage, and often

airmen carried tool kits as a large

part of their baggage allowance. Con-

sequently, clothing was sent as unac-

companied baggage, and arrived from

three to six months later. Frequent

transfers of personnel within the Air-

lift aggravated this condition.

Stock levels of clothing, necessar-

ily restricted by storage facilities,

were quickly depleted by emergency is-

sue to temporary duty personnel due to

the late delivery of their unaccompan-

ied baggage. At first, outer garments

of winter clothing were available

through normal supply channels. How-

ever, the requirements were not anti-

cipated sufficiently in advance to re-

ceive supplies from the United States

when this type of clothing was needed.

Office Supplies

Considerable difficulty was exper-

ienced at squadron and base level in

obtaining enough typewriters and other

Tanker unloading into pipeline.

office machines. Initially, some dif-

ficulty was encountered in procuring

expendable office supplies. But gen-

erally these items were available, de-

spite the tendency of some supplying

agencies to neglect issuing substi-

tutes on hand when the specific items

requested were not available.

Storage

Storage and warehouse facilities

were insufficient at all bases and

considerable loss of time resulted

from improper storage and rewarehous-

ing, some difficulty also was exper-

ienced at bases where there was dual

occupancy, and better utilization of

buildings and facilities could have

been accomplished-

Auto Spares

Automobile spare parts were stocked

in accordance with standard Ordnance

manuals, which authorized allowances

in relation to the number and type of

vehicles operated. This allowance was

not adequate for the Airlift operation

and normal storage of spare parts did

not meet the demand. Only when con-

sumption data became available, after

several months of operation, was it

possible to determine adequate stock

levels.

Vehicles

Tables of Organization and Equip-

ment authorization for vehicles were

generally adequate for the require-

ments imposed by the Airlift. However,

there were three major exceptions. In-

sufficient 1/4 ton 4x4 trucks, 3/4

ton 4x4 trucks, and aircraft fuel

servicing units were authorized. The

demand for the trucks was due to their

suitability for much of the light car-

go and personnel carrying that was re-

quired at each base. Expedition of

aircraft maintenance and transporta-

tion of crews greatly increased the

demand for these vehicles.

The authorized aircraft fuel ser-

vicing units were not sufficient to

accomplish satisfactorily the mission,

due to the large number necessitated

by the rapid cargo loading end unload-



ing on the Airlift. For a 24-hour

daily operation, maintenance of ser-

vicing units was very critical and

this was particularly important.

Maximum payloads had to be carried
to Berlin, so aircraft fuel loads were

restricted to a minimum. In addition
to fuel and oil servicing units, enough
support vehicles such as Cletracs,
jeeps and powered ground equipment,
were vital to the aircraft maintenance
program. At times, a delay in moving
an aircraft in and out of a work dock
would result in loss of a flight.

Vehicle Driven

The number of motor vehicle drivers

authorized by Tables of Organization

and Equipment was inadequate to meet

the requirements of a 24-hour schedule.

The existing tables authorized enough

drivers to operate about 90 per cent

of the vehicles allotted for a normal

work day. The shortage of drivers

created by the continuous Airlift op-

eration was overcome by (1) having

squadrons furnish drivers to operate

their assigned vehicles and (2) author-

izing an increase in airmen and German

civilian drivers for the motor vehicle

squadron.
Although numerically the shortage

of drivers was overcome, properly

trained and qualified drivers were not

available. Inexperienced drivers

caused vehicle abuse which required

increased maintenance. This led to

establishment of schools for German
and airmen drivers.

Refueling Equipment

The handling of petroleum products

also presented a problem, due to the

accelerated Airlift operation. Trouble

arose in procuring repair parts for

both German and British equipment.

This situation was partially alleviat-

ed by having some standby equipment

available. The gravity-feed type in-

stallations lessened the mainteaaace

problem on pumping equipment.

Food Service

3aa.ll buildings and out»od«4 equip-

ment for operating consolidated •Mas,

coupled with a shortage of qualified

officer and airmen supervisory person-

nel, created a most serious problem.

'.Vith the influx of additional organi-

zations to various bases, mess facil-

ities were expanded by the installa-

tion of field equipment in available

buildings on or near the flight line.

Great over-all improvements were made

when trained Food Service personnel

became available and a modest building

program was authorized. Normal rations

had to be supplemented, due to con-

tinuous feeding in the messes, from 15

per cent to 25 per cent on coffee,

sugar and milk.

Mobile snack bars under the ju-

risdiction of the European Exchange

Service were established to provide

food on the flight line at the termin-

als. In Berlin, this permitted flight

crews to secure warm food while await-

ing unloading of their aircraft since

the minimum turnaround time was essen-

tial to the goal of maximum tonnage

delivered.
Base Food Service had no direct

control over these snack bars but it

is believed that they would be better

under the operational control of Base

Food Service and operated from 24-

Lour messes, furnishing food to the

airmen without charge as this would

permit constant supervision of prepar-

ation and type of food required to fit

the need. Some difficulty was ex-

perienced because Food Service person-

nel were assigned additional duties.

Since the continuous nature of this

operation demands constant supervision

these people should be utilized only

for Food Service duties.

• Mobile Snack Bars — Saved Time.



AIR INSTALLATIONS - USAF-RAF
When airfields were selected for

the Airlift operation, none was suit-

able for the exacting requirements of

the mission. Some had only grass

landing surfaces. Others had inade-

quate runways, taxiways and hard-

stands. All had to be adapted to

^igh-speed loading and servicing of

ajircraft, as well as continuous take-

offs and landings.
Complicating the problem of making

improvements to meet Airlift require-

ments was the necessity of performing

work on runways, taxiways and hard-

stands without interrupting the con-

stant flow of aircraft or jeopardising

safe flying procedures.
Conversion of a dozen U.S. and

British-operated airfields to the

needs of high intensity air transport

operations in all kinds of weather

involved a large number of construc-

tion projects. Development of ade-

quate landing and take-off facilities

was dove-tailed into the modernizing

of aircraft maintenance shops and the

providing of other requirements.

Needed Facilities

Engineers had such problems as in-

stalling high-intensity approach and

landing lights, erecting floodlighting
systems for maintenance work as well
as loading and unloading operations,

extending power lines,running in rail-
road spur tracks, and dealing with the

housing, messing, recreation and mul-

tiple other needs developed by two or

three times the number of personnel for

which bases originally were designed.

An Air Installations office was

established in Airlift Task Force
Headquarters to coordinate with other
military agencies in planning and
initiating the improvements at U.S.
airfields. The Air Installations
officer prepared plans, made the re-
quests for projects, and served in a
liaison capacity between higher ech-
elons of command and the various bases
in expediting completion.

The tremendous amount of work re-

quired to prepare airfields and air

bases as rapidly as possible was done

in the American Zone under supervision

of U.S. Army engineers aided by USAFE

Air Installations. In the British

Zone, including the U.S. operations at

Celle and Fassberg, improvements were

planned, initiated and directed by the

Royal Air Force Works Services.

With exception of a limited number

of both American and British airmen

who served as operators of trucks,

power graders, bulldozers and other

heavy equipment, manual labor on all

projects was done by German Nationals

and Displaced Persons labor battalions

One completely new airfield was

built at Tegel, in the French Seotor,

to handle terminal traffio in Berlin,

Construction started August 5 and

within four months Tegel was handling

a large percentage of the total Air-

lift tonnage. New techniques were

devised to airlift the heavy equipment

required, including nearly 100 items

suoh as rook orushers, bulldozers,

traotors and power graders. When even

a C-74 proved inoapable of carrying

this machinery intact, the plan of

outting it into transportable sections

and welding it together in Berlin

proved satisfactory.

Runways

Airlift planners set the goal of

two parallel runways at every base and

recognised the desirability of three-
one for take-offs, another for land-

• Runway construction in Berlin



ings, and a third for use when repairs
were necessary to either of the oth-

ers. Only at the receiving terminals
of Tempelhof, Gatow and Tegel was this
two-runway objective achieved, although

a second runway was in construction at

Rhein Main when phase-out of the Air-
lift was effeoted.

Tempelhof, main terminus of C-54

operations, originally had only one

runway, but two additional oarallel

runways were constructed. Both of
the new runways were built of com-
pacted brick rubble IB inches thick,

topped by six inches of crushed rook
and asphalt surfacing. The original
runway was 4,987 by 120 feet and the
others 5,750 by 140 feet and 6,150 by

140 feet. Gatow had a concrete run-
way 6,000 by 150 feet and this was
augmented by a second runway topped
with pieroed steel planking. Another
conorete runway was under construction

when the blookade was lifted.

Improvements were made rapidly at

all other bases. Runways were length-

ened, taxiwaya expanded, hardstands
enlarged and ramp space extended. At
Wiesbaden AFB the ramp space was
doiihled, at Rhein Main it was in-

creased similarly, and at Fassberg a

ramp large enough to accommodate 65

aircraft was oonstruoted of pierced
steel planking laid on cinders.

Lighting

In the beginning hangar space and
outside lighting were inadequate at
all bases. Auxiliary generator units
were brought in to supply additional
power as lighting systems were ex-
tended* Floodlighting of marshaling
areas posed the problem of placing

poles so as to avoid risk in taxiing

aircraft. Two 60-foot towers were
constructed at Celle, each carrying a

circular cluster of 12 Hollophane

wide-beam 500-watt lamps. This system
gave maximum light with minimum risk

to aircraft, but the experiment in-

dicated the need for further improve-

ment in floodlighting methods.

Adverse weather soon indicated the

need for high intensity approach and

runway lights as landing aide* In*tal-

lations were speeded at Tempelhof

Tegel, Gatow, Rhein Main. Wiesbaden

Celle, Fassberg, Wunstorf and Lubeck,

and proved of inestimable value.

Storage Space

Shortage of storage space hampered
activities at all bases. Hangars were
used for storage of equipment and
parts. In many instances valuable

equipment had to be stored in the
open. Nissen huts were erected for

some critical materials, but did not
prove wholly satisfactory. Warehouse
apace was inadequate for storage of
reserve stocks of supplies destined
for Berlin. Storage of aviation gas
reserves was a problem. Numerous con-

struction projects gradually alleviated
these conditions.

Housing

Housing of personnel was a major

diffioulty, sinoe bases were designed

to accommodate only 35 to 50 per cent

of the men required for the Airlift.

Virtually all barracks were renovated

and the attics were rebuilt to pro-

vide additional billeting. Sanitation

facilities were inadequate for the

number of men who had to be orowded

into eaoh building, and corrective

action was rushed.

Temporary measures were taken at

first, including the erection of win-

terized tent structures for civilian
laborers. Later Nissen huts were er-

ected. At Rhein Main a Nissen hut

community adequate to house the entire
61st Troop Carrier Group was built but

even with this construction, almost

2000 men had to be housed 8 miles away

from the field in the city of Frank-

furt in renovated former German bar-

racks. Projects for dependents' hous-
ing were initiated at Fassberg, Celle,

Wiesbaden and Rhein Main.

Recreation facilities had to be

provided, along with lounges arid day

rooms. Line messes were constructed

more conveniently to centers of oper-

ations to save time of workers going

to and from meals. Troop Information

and Education accommodations were es-
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tablished to permit airmen to use
spare time studying many subjeots.

Fire-Fighting Facilities

Providing of modern fire-fighting

facilities sufficient to the needs of
the various bases was one of the prob-
lems never fully solved, although ex-

tensive improvements were made. In

addition to orash-fire hazards, some

airoraft were destroyed by fire due to

non-fireproof eleotrical fittings in

wooden maintenance docks. Construc-
tion of a number of conorete nose-
docks to remedy this situation was un-

der way when the Airlift phase-out
started.

Model Base - Celle

Facilities at both Celle and Fass-

berg were developed by the British

Works Services with near-miracle speed

that won commendation from their Amer-

ican partners in operations at these

bases. Celle gained recognition as a

model field for an Airlift operation

because of the concentration of all

requirements in a central area.

The arrangement was such that load-

ing, servicing and maintenance of air-

craft could be accomplished with pro-

duction-line efficiency© Production

Control had complete observation of the

operation and could take immediate cor-

rective action when complications de-

veloped. The design provided for con-

venient housing, messing, railway and

storage facilities, as well as a net-

work of access roads with a minimum of

motor transport requirement.

The rapid expansion of Airlift op-

erations was, to an important degree,

in direct relation to the speed with

which the many improvement projects

were completed. Despite unfavorable

conditions, such as inclement weather

and equipment shortages, the target

dates for completed construction pro-

jects were met in practically every

case. The support of the American

and British engineer units accounted

for installation of the many facili-

ties necessary for the successful

accomplishment of the Airlift mission.
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COST CONTROL-USAF
In the formative period of the Air-

lift, it was virtually impossible to

obtain accurate oost data, in the

standard form, from the operating units*

Later, as organizations beoame more

stable and the procedures more routine,

it was possible to seleot and train

airmen and officers in the quite in-

volved procedures of cost reporting.

Analysis of Cost Data

Early in March 1949 the Task Foroe
took over the function of analyzing
the cost data from all bases partic-
ipating in the Airlift. Prior to that

time, little or no use could be made
by Commanders and Headquarters, CALTF,

of ths mass of cost information avail-

able. Then it was decided that the

cost analysis should be made for the

dual purpose of providing the Command-
ing General of the Task Foroe and Staff
with an over-all management tool, and
the Commanders with the same instru-
ment on a smaller scale.

Such an' analysis should enable the

Commander in each echelon to spotlight

any excessive cost or classification

of costs, and from that ascertain the

reasons. In most cases the reasons

indicated organizational or procedural

weakness. Further, such an analysis

should provide an immediate comparison

in every classification of cost be-

tween any operating Groups.

The analytical method developed

was based upon the business costing

technique, in which all elements of

expense are evaluated in relation to

the rise and fall of business. In

this case, the "business" was the

number of tons of cargo transported

to Berlin each month. The costs were

varied and many, but they could be

divided into three basic groups* Di-

reot Flying Costs, Indirect Base Costs

and Support Costs.

Direct Flying Costs

The rise and fall in the amount of
tonnage hauled affects most noticeably

the direct flying costs. These costs

include gasoline and lubricants, the

salaries and sustenanoe of air crews,

the Group Commander's staff, and de-

preciation of the a i roraft. These
items are similar to those included

in the direct cost statements of major

commercial airlines.

Indirect Base Costs

These costs include most of the

general overhead and housekeeping ex-

penses of the base. These oosts remain

relatively stable, regardless of day-

to-day fluctuation in the t onnage

hauled, although they may vary over a

long period of time. For instance, the

Food Service costs at a particular base

would not vary with the fluctuations

in tonnage hauled from day to day.

But, over a period of months, those

costs can vary considerably with the

rise and fall in food prices or in the

oosts of handling.

Support Costs

Certain costs were uncontrollable

by Group, Wing, Base or Task Force au-
thorities. These were costs off the
base and were called support costs.

For example, ^urtonwood Air Depo t

(which was not under the oomraand of

USAFE) performed the 200-hour inspec-

tions for the Airlift, the costs of

which are rightfully ohargeable to the

Airlift. In this case, costs were ob-

tained by using Burtonwood's total

oosts for 200-hour inspections and ap-

portioning them to the various Groups.

Then, too, the costs of providing main-
tenance and supply services at Erding

Air Depot were proportionate among the
Groups in the same manner.

Beginning in April 1949, copies of

the new cost spread were sent to eaoh

Group and Base Commander. During the

following four months it was found
that this type of analysis not only

highlighted administrative weaknesses,

but helped increase the highly compet-

itive spirit among the Groups.
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DOLLARS
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The accompanying charts show only

the operating, or Direct Flying Costs

per ton and per ton mile, on the basis

described previously. It will be

noted that in the six-month period

from January until June, the direot

flying oo6t per ton decreased from

$38.61 to #34.68, or approximately
nine per cent. The cost per ton mile

during the same period was brought

down from $16.63 to $15.49, or approx-
imately seven per cent*

It is to be noted that this oost
analysis was only a beginning in that
it was in operation Only for a period
of four months. It lis believed that a

continuation of this cost analysis and
a study of the differences between
units would eventually have resulted
in increased efficiency.

DIRECT FLYING COSTS

COST PER TON
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Fassberg

The airfield at Fassberg was con-

structed by the Luftwaffe in 193° aad

was considered to be one of the best

laid out bases in the country. It is

situated in the middle of a large pine

forest and was very well hidden during

the war years. British troops overran

the field in April 1945* after which

it was occupied by the RAF.

A new concrete runway was construc-

ted and it became a Plainfare base in

July 1948 when RAF Dakota aircraft mov-

ed there from the overcrowded base at

Wunstorf. A month later the Dakotas

started to move to Lubeck in order to

make rocin for USAF C-54s, the first

three squadrons of which began to ar-

rive on 20 August. Fassberg then be-

came the base of the 60th TC Wing,

which included the 313 th TC Group.

A considerable amount of construc-

tion had to be carried out to fit this

base for its new role. This included

a large P3P loading ramp which was

capable of holding 65 C-54s»

Fassberg has a special interest, as

it was an RAF station under the com-

mand of a USAF off ioer,

Fuhlsbuttel

Fuhlsbuttel was built before the

war as the municipal ai rport for the

City of Hamburg. After its capture in

April 1945 it was used by the RAF as a

transport staging post» later being

turned over to civil authorities so

it could resume its former function.

A new concrete runway and taxi

strips were under construction when

Plainfare started,, Late in October

1948, British civil charter companies

were based hero and the airfield con-

tinued to operate many of the civil

aircraft engaged in Plainfare until

tte phase-out of Airlift operations.

The airfield was under civilian man-

agement while the aircraft operated

under direction of Hq No. 46 Group RAF.

Gatow
Gatow airfield was developed orig-

inally by the Luftwaffe into a German

training center which was considered

equivalent to the Royal Air Force Col-

lege at Cranwell, England. During the

war it was used as a fighter base.

mien the Royal Air 1 orce took over

the airfield in 1945 there were no

runway's. A 4,500-foot pierced steel

planking runway was laid to handle the

limited Dakota traffic and the flying

of the fighter detachment based at the

airfield. This runway proved inade-

quate on the sandy soil, and a con-

crete runway designed for medium-sized

aircraft was commenced in 1947*

Gatow was brought into use as the

British terminal at the start of the

Airlift operation. As the intensity

of fiying into i5erlin increased, the

airfield was not only used by the

British, but by American aircraft as

well. The types of aircraft that have

been used on this airfield varied from

the relatively small-capacity Dakotas,

carrying 3.5 tons, to the massive C-74

with its 20-ton loads. The civil

types of aircraft varied from the Bris-

tol freighter to the Avro Tudor, the

largest of the liquid fuel tankers with

a capacity of 8.8 tons.

During tne course of the operation,

more than 110,000 landings were made

at this airfield. Of this total, appro-

imately 10 per cent were made when the

weather minimums necessitated use of

ground controlled approach landing aid.

In June 1948 when the Airlift com-

menced, it was decided to develop Ga-

tow for the largest traffic intensity

that it could accept. Based on an es-

timated tonnage that would be required

to break the siege, and an estimate

that 480 aircraft could be landed in

any 24-hour period, major alterations

to the airfield were speeded. These

works included

1

a. The completion and extension 01

the concrete runway to 6,000 by 150

feet. This involved laying a further

25,000 square feet of concrete after

the blockade was imposed.

b. An unloading apron, approxima-

tely 780,000 square feet.

c. Eight large storage tanks, built

underground at the end of the unload-

ing runway, where tanker aircraft dis-

charged their loads of petrol and oil.



d. An underground pipeline from
the tanks on the Havel Lake.

e. Horizontal Bar and Center Line
approach lighting to each end of both

the concrete and pierced steel plank-

ing runways.
f. The renovation, and extension

to 6,000 feet, of the pierced steel

planking runway.

Lubeck

Lubeck was built for the German Air
Force in 1935 and was opened in 193 6.

The station is situated just outside

the town of Lubeck, about two miles

from the Russian Zone frontier. In the

early part of the -war the Luftwaffe
operated HE-111 aircraft from this

base and later it was used for fighter

training* As more active defense of

Germany became necessary, JU-88 night

fighters and Ftf-190 and HE-262 jet air

craft were based at LubecK.

On 5 May 1945, the airfield was

taken over by No. 2806 Squadron, Royal

Air Force Regiment, and No. 124 Fight-

er Wing became the first user. Various

fighter squadrons have been based at

the airfield since the war, and the

station was the Armament Practice Gamp

for the whole of British Air Forces of

Occupation, as well as United Kingdom

fighter squadrons.

In August 1948, the Royal Air Force
Dakota s on the Airlift were moved into

the station from Fassberg. During the

siege of the city the majority of the

evacuee passengers flown out of Berlin
pas sea through Lubeck. Approximately
68,0UU such passengers - undernourish-

ed children or elderly persons in ill

health - were handled by the station

during the winter months of the oper-
ation. In addition to this passenger

handling, two battalions of the Ber-

lin garrison were returned in April

and May 1949. All four units, both
ingoing and out coming, passed through
the station.

Freight carried to and from Lubeok
included coal, newsprint, and a oonsid-

erable amount of German economic

freight. The squadrons that operated

from Lubeck were Nos . 10, 18, 27, 30,

46, 53, 62, 77 and Australian, New

Zealand and South African squadrons.

The existing concrete runway was
extended and hardstandings had to be
enlarged and consolidated to produce a

parking apron. In all, about 880,000
square feet of pierced steel planking
were laid. In addition, the railhead
capacity was doubled by laying addi-
tional spurs. Other British Works
Services projeots included:

a* A concrete road to the tank in-

stallations about 40,000 square feet

in area.
b. Horizontal bar and center line

approach lightingj and high intensity

runway lighting.
c. Lighting for the loading and

unloading area.

Rhein Main

Rhein Main Air Force Base was the

largest and most important base engag-

ed in the Airlift and it was improved

more than any other station in the U.S
Zone as a result of the requirements

of Operation Vittles. Largely destroy-

ed by Allied bombing, this former base

for German lighter- than-air craft such

as the Graf Zeppelin and the ill-fated
Hindenburg, and wartime Luftwaffe
fighter base, was benefited by approx-
imately 100 improvement projects.

An American fighter squadron was

assigned to Rhein Main in April 1945

t

and the base was developed as a vital

sub-command for U3AF and as a natural

"Gateway to Europe* for civil aircraft
operations. C-47s from Rhein Main
started the Airlift on 26 June 1948.

and the base became the home of the

6lst and 513th Troop Carrier Groups,

including the only two Naval units on

the Airlift, the VR-6 and VR-8 squad-

rons. These groups later came under

the operational control of the 7497th
Airlift Wing (Provisional). The 6lst

Group was at Rhein Main before the

Airlift started and was supplemented

by C-54 crewmen from many theaters.

The 513th Group came from San Antonio,

Texas, and was similarly augmented.
The original 6,000 by 150 foot run-

way at Rhein Main accommodated the

intensive flow of Airlift traffic
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throughout the operation. However, in

the spring of 1949. 33 the temP0 of

the Airlift was stepped up and the

strain on the runway increased, con-

struction of a new and larger runway

(7,j000 by 200 feet) was started. The

project was 20 per cent completed by

the time the Airlift phase-out started,

Other phases of Rhein Main's large-

scale improvement program included the

laying of 850,020 square feet of PSP-

covered hardstands, 19.900 feet of

20-foot -wide gravel roads, 330.

9

80

3quare feet of PSP parking aprons, and

4,638 feet of 50-foot-wide taxiways.

Thousands of feet of new power lines

were strung.
The task of adequately accommodat-

ing the overload of personnel involv-

ed the construction or renovation of

scores of buildings, including living

quarters, clubs, gymnasium, theater,

dayrooms, etc. One of the most not-

able undertakings was development of

the large Atterbury Bett housing area.

Schleswigland

Schleswigland was opened in 1936 as

a civil glider club and was taken over

in 1938 by the German Air Force. Dur-

ing the war, HE-111, ME-110, JTJ-88 and

FW-190 airoraft operated from the air-

field, mainly in the capacity of night

fighters. In the later stagss JU-525

aircraft carrying VIPs flew from the

fields, and in the closing months <f

the war it was a base for jet fighters.

The Royal Air Force Regiment occu-

pied the field in May 1945 and it was

later used by Mo. 121 Fighter Wing un-

til the end of 1946. In May it was

opened as an Airborne Foroes practice

camp and used for this purpose until

July 1948, where it was decided to em-

ploy the station as a "PlainfareM base.

Readied for the needs of the Air-

lift, the base was opened again in

September and in November Royal Air

Foroe Hastings commenced operations.

The Hastings, Nos, 47, 297, and S3

squadrons, were followed by Halton.

Tankers belonging to the Lftnoaster-

shire Airoraft Company. In December

1948 these civil aircraft were joined

by Haltons and Liberator airoraft cf

British American Airways, Westminster

Airways and Scottish Airways.

The commodities carried from the

airfield included coal, food, gasoline,

Diesel oil and kerosene. The German

fuel installation, which had been de-

signed for rapid refueling of night

fighters, was very useful for loading

tanker aircraft, its only drawback

being small capacity of the pumps.

Schelswigland is perhaps unique as

far as the operation is concerned in

that there was a considerable time be-

tween the deoision to bring the sta-

tion into use and the date when flying

commenced. The result of this *as

that the majority of the building im-

provements, required were oompleted be-

fore the station came into use. The

work thet was carried out included:

a. Construction of an additional

hangar.

b. Modification and extension of

spectacles for ease of loading*

c. Construction of a large apron

to inorease the area of the

east hardstandings.

d. Rear Airfield Supply Organisa-

tion area developed on the east

side of the airfield and a rail-

way spur extended to this area.

e. Aviation fuel storage installa-

tions enlarged.

Tegel

Tegel Airfield, in the French Sec-

tor of Berlin, did not exist prior to

the Airlift. The completely new base

was built solely to accommodate pert

of the overload of traffic burdening

Tempelhof and Gatow. Laid out on an

area which previously had been ear-

marked as the most suitable place for

delivery of supplies by parachute, Te-

gel was ready for operation in approx-

imately four months from the start of

construction on 5 August 1948.

A single runway. 5.500 feet long

and 150 feet wide, was built of a 22-

inch thickness of tightly-packed brick

rubble and crushed rock penetrated with

an asphalt binding. In similar fash-

ion, aprons totaling 120,000 square

feet and 6,020 lineal feet of taxiways,

varying from 50 feet to 120 feet in
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also required access roads of $,200 by

40 and 1,200 by 20 feet, and railroads
totaling 2*750 feet.

In addition, buildings were erected
for administration, operations, the

control tower, fire station, infirmary,

transportation office^ arid guardhouse,
along with a warehouse, "a small hangar
adequate hardstands, /and many other
facilities. A number of these installa-
tions were constructed by the French.

The BABS (Blind Approach Beacon System)

was installed by the British.
Tegel became fully operational 15

December and effectively relieved the

traffic congestion at the other two

Berlin terminals. As the Airlift
phase-out started 1 August, a second

runway was opened.
Flying operations were controlled

by the USAF, while the French Air
Force dealt with the handling of cargo
and civilian labor.

Freight consisted primarily of coal,

liquid fuels and food brought in from
Fassberg.Schleswigland and FuhlsbutteL

Tempelhof

Temp9lhof was designed to be Ber-
lin's principal civil airport and has
magnificent buildings, but high apart-
ment buildings surrounding it nuke ap-
proaches difficult for modern aircraft

When the Airlift commenced, the air-
field had a 4,987 by 120 foot PSP run-
way and an apron and connecting taxi-
way built of concrete block. Construct-
ed some 15 years ago, the huge opera-

tions and administration building is

one of the most remarkable in the
world, boasting seven stories under-
ground. During the war years the
unique structure housed, among other
things, a Messersohmitt faotory tnd
a well-equipped hospital below ground.

In the early weeks it became evi-
dent that Tempelhof s single, much-
used runway was not adequate to accomo-
date safely the heavy traffio of a
major, sustained transport operation
suoh as the Airlift. The wet weather
in July and August 1948, and the con-
tinued Impact of heavily-loaded air-
oraft seriously weakened the landing

strip. Airlift authorities solved the

problem by waterproofing and strength-

ening the rurrway with a mixture of

coarse sand and grit, hot tar and

ft s phalt.

To handle the fast-incoming flow

of traffic, a rew south runway, 5,750

by 140 feet was built parallel to the

existing runway • In lieu of cedent

for concrete, unavailable in Berlin, a

compact 18- in oh layer of brick rubble

from bombed buildings was used success-

fully as a foundation. Construction

of a third parallel runway, 6,150 by

140 feet, with the same type of brick

rubble base, put Tempelhof in a much

better position to cope with the grow-

ing volume of Airlift traffic from

Rhein-Main and Wiesbaden. High inten-

sity approach and landing lights also

were installed.

Wiesbaden

Wiesbaden Air Force Base, one of

the Luftwaffe's prize fighter base6

during the war, played a prominent

role in the Airlift from the beginning

of the occupation. On 26 June 1948, a

handful of C-47s based at "miesbadan

helped launch Operation Vittles by

hauling 80 tons of food and supplies

into Berlin.
Obliged to expand its facilities

rapidly to meet Airlift demands, the

compactly laid-out airport was in a

constant statp of flux during the ear-

ly days of the operation. The 60th

Troop Carrier Group was hastily

brought to Wiesbaden from Kaufbeuren

and its C-47 fleet shuttled in and out

of Berlin until the 317th TC Group

(C-54s) arrived from the Far East.

The 60th TC Group then returned to

Kaufbeuren, but not for long. In De-

cember the Group was called back to

Wiesbaden and equipped with C-54s.

From that point forward, operational

facilities and personnel strength of

the airbase increased steadily. By

Kay 1949 when the Airlift reached its

peak, l t 998 airmen, 418 officers, and

scores of German personnel were en-

gaged in the operation at Wiesbaden.
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Iiiiprovetaent projects completed at

the u.ir field included the extension of

the runway from 5,500 to 7»000 feet

and the laying of 2,435 by 50 feet of

concrete taxiway, 2,000 by 120 feet of

PSP runway overrun, 4,760 feet of 25

foot wide access roads, 1,586 feet of

additional PSP taxiway,. and 593*000

feet of PSP aprons. Thirty-seven hard-

stands, totaling 620,320 square feet,

were constructed. The warehouse and

fire 6tation were doubled in size and

70 per cent of the garage space for

vehicles was rebuilt.

Among other additions were a new

166 by 88 foot hangar, a C-54 was brack,

a 175 ,
000-gallon Avigas tan>- form and

connecting rail spur, new nose docks,

new generator house, a theater, gymna-

sium, snack bar, postoffice, and bowl-

ing alleys. To provide maximum opera-

tional safety, an effective system of

high-intensity approach and runway

lights was installed

The C-82 aircraft attached to the

Task Force were based here and most of

the miscellaneous freight and diffi-

cult loads from the U.S. Zone were

dispatched from this airfield.

Wunstorf

Wunstcrf was built in 1934. By 1939

a German Bomber Group had been formed

there, and continued to operate from

the field until 1940. From 1941 to the

end of the war, the activities of the

station were mainly connected with T-E

fighters, either operational or train-

ing. During the last few months, S-E

fighters also operated from the field.

In May 1945, No. 123 RAF Fighter

Bomber Wing commenced to fly from the

airfield and fighter bomber squadrons

continued to operate from the station

until it became an Airlift base.

The first detachment of Dakotas ar-

rived at Wunstorf on 25 June 1948 and

flew the first load into Berlin at dawn

on 28 June. This Dakota force remain-

ed only a few weeks at Wunstorf and

then moved to Fassberg. York aircraft

began to arrive on 2 July 1948 and coa-

raenced to operate the next day. The

York squadrons that have flown from

this station are Nos. 40, 51, 59, 99,

206, 242, and 511.

Near the end of July 1948., the first

contingent of civil charter aircraft

arrived. Since that time, civil firms

which have operated from Wunstorf in-

clude British South American Airways,

Skyways, and Flight Refueling. Commod-

ities lifted from this station included

coal, meat, dehydrated foods and li-

quid fuels of all kinds.

When the operation commenced, the

airfield possessed two concrete run-

ways, perimeter tracks and ladder-type

hardstandings. Apart from these, and

the aprons in front of the hangers, the

entire surface was grass. In addition,

the station had normal red funnel type

airfield lighting.

With the increase in the number of

aircraft, it became necessary to park

on the grass and, to prevent bogging,

seven pierced steel parking taxi tracks

were laid. In addition, the domestic

accommodations had to be increased con-

siderably, not only for the Royal Air

Force, but the army as well.

Two railway sidings were provided

especially for unloading aviation fuel,

one at the west end of No. 1 runway and

a second behind No. 3 hanger. A spec-

ial bulk gasoline and Diesel oil in-

stallation, six tanks of 12,000 gal-

lons each, was built with a pumphouse

and pipe lines to the refueling area*

where tanker aircraft were loaded. An

average of about 70,000 gallons per

day passed through this installation.

In September 1948, Horizontal Bar

and Center Line approach lighting, for

use in poor visibility, was installed.

The largest construction task under-

taken at this airfield was the pro-

vision of sufficient hardstandings.

Approximately 2,920,850 square feet

were built, giving parking space for

approximately 75 aircraft. In this

construction, approximately 93,000 tons

of railway stone and 49,000 tons of

tar macadam were used.
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The miss ion accomplishment of the

Combined Airlift Task: Force is reflec-

ted adequately by a total of 2,231|600

ton* of food, fuel and supplies trans-

ported to Berlin in 266,644 trips by
air during the first 13 months of op-

erations •

The following breakdown shows the

total tonnage airlifted by USAP and

BAP elements of the CALTF, by types of

commodities:

TOTAL TONNAGE AIRLIFTED
CALTF

2,500,000

2,000,000

1,900000

1,000,000

USAF: Food, 29fi,303.1 tons. Coal

1,353,813.4. Other, 65,464.1. Total,

1,715,585.6.
RAF I Food, 238,0l6.1.Coal,142,961.7.

Other, 135,036.4. Total, 516,014.2,

TOTAL CALTF: Food, 534,319.2. Coal

1,496,780.1. Other, 516,014.2. Total

2,231,599.8.

During the life of the mission, the

USAF units carried the bulk total ton-

nage, while the British excelled in

the airlift of specialized commodities,

such as liquid fuels. It should be

borne in mind, in making comparisons

of the effort, that the tonnage goals

established early in the Airlift call-

ed for approximately this ratio, since

the American effort was based almost

exclusively upon the C-54, having a

capacity of 10 tons, while the British

used various types of aircraft with

smaller carrying capacities.

It is significant that 67 per cent

of the total tonnage transported was

ooal. The complex economic life of

modem times is well illustrated by

this basic need.
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At the beginning of the Airlift

4,500 tons per day was established as

the minimum daily requirement and -was

set forth as the daily mission. This
target was met in September and Oct-

ober,but efforts fell short by approx-
imately 800 tons daily in November «The

target was reached "again in December
and the total effort far exceeded the

daily tonnage target for the remaining
months of the Airlift. The six-month
period from Ootober until April re-

flects an intense period of the Air-

lift. During that time there were

problems involving weather, personnel,

supply, maintenance, and air traffio

procedures which prevented sustain e d

peak operations until April, During

this period, however, total tonnage

airlifted each month mounted steadily.

In May the Task Force began averaging
better than 8,000 tons per day, hold-
ing this pace until 1 August 1949.
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Daily Trips

The density of air traffic in the

vicinity of Berlin can be visualised

from the number of trips into the re-

ceiving airports of Tempelhof, Gatow

and Tegel, which ranged from 868 per

day in April to 886 in July 1949.

Each trip means a landing and a take-

off, so the daily movements in and out

of the Berlin area were nearly 1,000

69

per day, or more than one landing or

take-off during every 60 seconds in

the 24-hour day. Each airport, there-

fore, was approaching maximum utiliza-

tion. For example, Tempelhof was av-

eraging nearly 325 landings per day or

67 per cent of the maximum possible

on a three-minute interval between

flights.

AVERAGE DAILY TRIPS
BY MONTHS

TO BERLIN

Hours Flown
During the 13-month period, the USAF

units flew 567,537 hours. Prior to 1

Deoeaber 1948, the flying hours for

the British units were n ->t available,

but an indication of their activity

can be gained from the figure of 116,

AVERAGE DA
BY

752 flying hours during the eight-

month period from 1 December 1948

through 31 July 1949. During the sus-

tained operations, the USAF C-54 units

averaged better than 1,800 total fly-

ing hours per day, while RAF units

averaged 600 total hours per day.

LY HOURS FLOWN
MONTHS
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Crew Utilization

After the early periods of trial
and error, a fairly stable air crew
ilization of a little better than Z\
hours per day was reached by both the

RAF and USAF units. It will be noted

that from August until November it was
necessary to use crews on an average

3^ hours per day, x due to shortages of

flying personnel.
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Turn Around Times

The statistics on the ground time
of operational aircraft at the Berlin
receiving airports reveal an interest-
ing trend downward in the three main
categories of turn-around time, block
time and unxoading time* At these air*
fieId8, by July 1949, the turn-around
time had been brought to an average of
approximately 32 minutes, block time

to about 18 minutes, and unloading

time to 12 minutes. The large reduc-

tion in over-all ground time may be

attributed, in a large measure, to the

institution of Production Control pro-

cedures -which embraced time-and-motion

studies and other methods comparable

to those applied to a production line

in a faotory*
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Considerable experience had been

gained by both the RAF and the USAF in

air supply during the war, particularly

in the "Hump" operation and in Burma.

The Airlift served to verify the

lessons learned during the war and

brought to light several new ones.

The more important of these lessons

are recapitulated below.

Operations
-

1. In
'

an operation requiring de-

tailed air traffic control, it is im-

portant that control be vested in the

hands of one authority. Liaison is

insufficient, as differences of opin-

ion are bound to arise and one Comman-

der must have the power to make deci-

sions. If this is not done, confusion

or lengthy negotiations may*U re^u t.

2. With a carefully regulated flow

of aircraft, straight-in approaches

and existing landing aids, a three-

minute landing interval can be main-

tained indefinitely except when weather

conditions fall below minimum.

5. Strict flying discipline and a

standard flying pattern are essential

for flying safety.

4. The limitations of the present

day weather science cause a consider-

able waste of effort.

5. Aircraft should be manned and

Applied at a rate which will permit 8

to 12 hours daily utilization. It is

better to have a minimum number of air-

craft with higher utilization than a

higher number, with little utilisation

correlating.
6. With a few exception*.

airfields used had one-direetional

landing strips. Only on rar. eeeMions

did this curtail the operatiom •* '»ir-

craft equipped with tricycle-type land-

O O O

ing gear. Aircraft with tailwheels.

however, frequently had to be grounded

when strong cross winds developed.

Distance Measuring Equipment would

considerably ease the problem of spac-

ing aircraft along routes with heavy

traffic flow and thereby considerably

enhance the safety margins.

1. A Traffic (Air Freight) Section

should be part of any Airlift Task

Force, and personnel trained in the

handling of air freight and aircraft

loading should be available in suffi-

cient numbers.

2. The concentration of similar

commodities at selected bases, with ad-

vance information and planning for

every load dispatched, results in

standardized procedures and minimum

loading time at all bases.

3. It is essential that tare weight

be reduced to a minimum in order that

the maximum useful load may be carried.

This is self-evident, but it is most

important that this point is appreci-

ated at the source of supply.

Maintenance
1 Cycle reconditioning is a nec-

essary adjunct for maintenance support

of a long-term airlift.

2. Centralized maintenance control

is essential when large numbers of

aircraft have to be scheduled for in-

spections and maintenance.

5. Maintenance inspections must oe

flexible and fitted to the operation.

Personnel .

1. All personnel ordered to duty

with an operation of *is nature should

be given sufficient time to take care
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of their personal affairs and prepare

for overseas shipment. All personnel

should be soreened prior to shipment

in order to avoid personal hardships.

This action would eliminate many prob-

lems which hare confronted this organ-

isation* and would hare a beneficial

effect on morale.

2. A reasonable tour of duty, de-

pending on local conditions, must be

established promptly in order that all

personnel are aware of rotational

privileges. This would preclude lower-

ing of morale and efficiency, as the

personnel would know their tour of

duty and effeot appropriate settlement

of personal affairs.

3. Skilled personnel trained in

air transport techniques are desirable

in both tactical and support elements

from squadron through command level.

Crews must be thoroughly trained and

faailiar with air transport operations

before being assigned. In addition,

an adequate flow of qualified replace-

ments is required.

4. The utilization of indigenous

personnel in support of an air trans-

port operation has been highly success-

ful from an administrative as well as

a maintenance standpoint. A pool of

skilled and serai-skilled indigenous

personnel, requiring only transition

to proven methods and types of equip-

ment, is a potential which cannot be

overlooked in any future undertaking

and should be given primary considera-

tion in advance of actual commencement

of operations.

5. No suitable yardstick existed

for a sustained 24-hour operation of

this type. Actual flying hours re-

quired for each operating group divided

by the maximum desired flying hours

per crew and supporting personnel

should be used- as the basis for per-

sonnel requirements. The tonnage tar-

get should be established at the start

of a future operation of this type,

and personnel should be furnished based

upon the yardstick of flying htm
generated. Increases in tonnage %*) *•

transported should be accompanied by
inoreased authorisation of personnel*

Personnel gains within the Airlift

were utilised to increase utilisation

of assigned aircraft and consequently

no determination has yet been reached

as to the potentialities of such an

operation, providing sufficient per-

sonnel of required types are readily

available.

CONCLUSIONS
As shown in the previous chapters,

the mission given to the Combined Air-

lift Task Force was achieved. A total

of 2,231,600 tons of supplies were

flown into Berlin between 26th June

1948 and 1 August 1949. This repre-

sents an average of 5,579 tons daily

throughout the blockade.

The successful accomplishment of

the mission was due to many factors,

most of which are described in the

foregoing chapters of this report.

Basically, however, they can be re-

duced to the organisation of the Air-

lift, the spirit of the men taking part

in it, and the unstinted support pro-

vided by the higher formations of the

RAP and USAF, backed by their national

governments.

Some months were required for the

provision of sufficient personnel and

logistical support, but once these

were available the operation settled

into a steady and smooth routine.

There are major lessons that have be-

come increasingly obvious during the

Airlift. These are of sufficient im-

portance to warrant separate treatment.

Cooperation
The Airlift has been a truly com-

bined operation. It has been success-

ful through the joint efforts of many

services and many nationalities, but,

above all, it has proved that the war-

time cooperation between the RAF and

the USAF can continue in peace. Per-

sonnel of both services have worked

together in harmony. Minor difficul-

ties occurred through a lack of legal

provisions for discipline when the two

services are working together.

)
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Use of Heavy Aircraft

Another lesson was the economy of

the large aircraft. On the U.S. side

the Si-ton carrying C-47, the 10-ton

C-54 and, to a United extent, 20 to 25-

ton carrying C-74 and C-97 hare been

used. The use of the C-54 in place of

the C-47 showed a great earing in air-

crew, maintenance personnel and gas-

oline. The limited experience on the

still hearier types indicated that

they would prore similarly more econ-

omical than the C-54.

Task Force Mobility

Experience on this Airlift and war-

time transport operations has prored

that cargo and personnel oan be carried

between any two points in the world,

regardless of geography or weather.

The same personnel, the same aircraft,

and the same techniques oould be used

to transport freight across the Atlan-

tic or between Hew York and the Horth

Pole. The only limiting factors are

the aTaiJability of equipment and

trained personnel. The mass morement

of cargo aifd/or personnel in a sus-

tained effort, anywhere, any place and

at any time is not only possible, but

will undoubtedly become a rital factor

in any future operation.


